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INTRODUCTION.

The following pages are intended to convey to the reader
a

plain, clear

and concise account of the most import*
»

_

ant

pb»nomena

of the science of Electro-Magnetisniy or

Electro*Dynamics

;

a science which ever since

very has engaged the attention of

and

scientific

men

This science

and

is

the world

to

;

its

disco-

many eminently learned

in every civilized state.

of great importance to the philosopher
as

it

will probably lead to a

more

mate, if not a perfect, knowledge of Electricity and
iietism,
tricity

and thus be the means of ascertaining
and Magnetism are either

principles, or that they are

distinct

inti-

Mag*

that Elec-

and separate

one and the same principle

differently modified.

Several valuable papers on the subject, by Mr. Faraday

of the Royal Institution, have been published in the Quarterly Journal of Science, Literature,

Annals of Philosophy.
in an

Appendix

tractions

;

to

The

and Arts; and

in the

subject has been treated of

Mr. Barlow's Essay on Magnetic At-

and there

is

also an article in the Encyclopedia

Metropolitana on this subject.

No

distinct

work on

Electro-Magnetism had appeared in England, until Pro*
fessoi

Cumming

published a translation of M.I. F, De-

juonierrand's ''Manuel d'KlectriciteDynamique."

But

a2
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as

many persons may wish

ject^

to

be acquainted with the sub-

whoy from not beings ^miliar with mathematical ex*

pressions and foimiilae, would have a difficulty in pe-

rusing Professor Cumming's work, this Popular Sketch

has been compiled ; and to
quirers,

and

in the

assist the

same

class of in-

hope of spreading over a wider

field,

a more general knowledge of the parent sciences. Electricity and

Magnetismi— an

outline of these sciences has

been carefully traced.

The

plates exhibit the best apparatus for

leading phssnomena of the science
tions are given, as to the best

;

mode

showing the

and copions
to

instruc-

be pursued in the

manipulation.

is

No claim

is

intended,

is to l?ty

made

to originality in the science: all

Aat

the facts before the student in such

language as will make the matter clear to him; avoiding
^eoretical disquisitions, as well as those numerous theories

which have been udvaiieed, many of which, although

ingenious and plausible^ are very far from being satisfiustory*
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POPULAR SK£TCH
OF

ELECTRO -MAGNETISM*
ELECTRICITY.
EleCTBICITT

is

a

principle supposed to

bodies animate and inanimate, and
fiictiiMi,

is

be iohMiit in

all

rendered evident either by

by pressure, by contact, or by the

of the

<fi8tttrbance

iquilibcuim of tem|kerature in a metallic body*

The andenti were aware

of the fact that a piece of amber sub*

jected to fnction acquired the property of attracting light bodies.
Similar and analocrous appearances have

iii

later times

to preseiiL theiusclvcis wlicu other substances

been found

were subiiuUcd

la

same process, and the same phaenomena are developed in various ways by various substances.
Bodies which when subjected
the

to friction are found to possess au attractive

[)ov\ er,

are said to be

cxcit^, and arc called electrics; while bodies vvfiicli give no siffns
of electrical excitement under similar circumstances are called mil'
electrics.

though

Tliib is not a pertectiy correct

it is

a convenient

mode

view of the subject,

that class of bodies which transmits electricity freely over
face,

ing

it

al-

of marking the distinction between
its

sur-

and those substances that are apparently incapable of

aflford-

a passage, or so imperfectly as not to be perceptible.

The

terms petfect and imperfect conductors are more appropriate and
a{iposi(e; and thus two general divisioiiB may be formed, under

one or the other of which,
It is

our intention in

all

substances

may be

classed.

this slight sketch to treat only of.tbeeflects

B
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ELECTRICITY.

presented by electrici^^ and not to enter into any theoretical disquisition as to the primary cause of electrical excitation: it

enough

for

our purpoee, to know that such a principle

and

sessing certain properdes;

it is

b

pos-

exists,

oolj to those properties that

yre shall direct our attention.

beobser?ed that we frequently speak of "the electric
and ''currents of electricity/' But it must be remembered

It will

fluid/'

made use of for convenience ; for we
know not wbedier electridty be material or a peculiar afledion of
that these expressions are only

matter, nor have

and

all iSiat is

we any

proof of the existence of an^curren):

intended to be understood

is,

that the eflfects pre-

sented are similar to those which would take place

if

a fluid

subjected to certain assigned laws of action really existed.

^ Bo-

dies

m their natural state^ having their natural quantity of electric

fluid, are altogether inactive

quantity such that
tion

its

on each

—

the common matter

IcMT

other,

by making

this natural

mutual repulsion' exactly balances
^it

follows that

its

attrac-

we must deduce

all

the

phsenomena from an excess or deficiency of electric fluid/'
All the phaenomena hitlierto known may therefore be explained in
a simple and easy manner by this theory, which was first developed

electric

by Dr.
plus

I'laakliu.

electricity,

The system

electridty.

country

;

The redundant state of a body

and the deticieut

but some of

of Franklin

tlie

is

caWad positive or

state designated negative or
is

minui

generally adopted in this

contineutai piiilosophers have recourse

Du

Fay, and afterwards more extended
and combined by Sytnmer; according to which it is imagined,
that instead of a tingle electric fluid there are two distinct iluids,
to the tlieoi

V

])roposed by

producmg two opposite

electrical forces viz. tlie positive or phis,

and the negative or fjihms

by

friction of glass,

was termed

was

the former, from

:

its

called vitreous electricity

the resinous electricity, from

its

;

being excited

and the

latter

being supposed to be

some resinous body ; and
Fay answers to Franklin's pod^
iive electricity, and the rmnous to what he named negative elec*
We shall make use of the laoguage of the Franklioean
UictQr.
theory, as being the most conventeilt : and when we speak of pbie

principally produced

by the

friction of

thus the vitreous electricity of

Du

.

electriatjyikmust be understood as expressing the redundant state;

and on thaoootrarjy vvheie the electric
il will

be termed mums

fluid is

cansidmddefioicniy

electridtj.
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Wliellier

we ftdout two

dinged and defident
cases to prevaiL
puIttTO to

distmcl fluids, or otAy one in an over-

law wUl be

finiod in all

electrified are

mutually ro»

state, this general

Snbstaoces similaily

Mam

eadi otiier and on the oonHnty,
dissimilarly
found mutuaDy to attract each other; the attracdvo
:

eleetrified are

and lepulave forces varyiag inTerse!^ as
squares of Ihe dbtanoe^
These eflecti may be shown in the foUowing manner: ^Let a
email hoUow'paper cylinder be fineely suspended by a piece ofsilken

—

by pieseoth^ to it a g^ss tube ttat has been well
rubbed with a nlk handkerchief, the cyBnder wiU be immediately
attracted, and adhere for a few moments, and then detach itself;
and on again presenting the glass tube to the cylinder, it will rethready and

cede.

If the cylinder be louciied with ihc finger, a repetition of

the two original pbjenomena (attraction and repulsion) will be ob-

Hence, by the theory of Frankliu,

tained.

sion, that the attractive

dependent upon the

^\

e

draw the conclu-

and repulsive qualities of electricity

different relative proportions in

ing body, with respect to

its

ai

e

each contain-

capacity, and to the diilerent relative

proportioHb contained in these bodies with respect to one another.

The

opposite electrical states

the following method

by

fiicLiou

der so
bring

a«5

it

a.s

to

:

may be

rendered more plain by

—-Let the electricity be excited

on the

glass

before^ and connuunicate the electricity to the cylin-

produce repulsion

;

near the cylinder, and

it

repulsed, as in the former case.

made by touchii^

rub

a

wdll

be attracted instead of being

The

converse experiment

piece of sealing-wax, and

may be

the cyUrrder with the sealing.wax which has

been excited, and after a short time it will be repulsed if then a
rubbed glass tube be brought near to the cylinder, it will be at*
:

tracted.

tween

Thus we

a material distinction bor
glass and on seaHng-wax
are two opposite states of the

see that there is

electricity excited

by

friction

on

and hence it is evident that there
same fluid. This important fact may be elucidated in another
way:—If two cylinders be^spended by silken threads, and -a
piece of sealing-wax be robbed with a piece of diy

both cylinders will be
.

electrified

warm fiaune],

by touduog diem with other the

snaltng-wax or the flannel^ and they will repd each clfaer; but if

one cylinder be

ctoctrified

they attract each other.
.

We should premise*

by the wax, andthe olberby thefiannely

The same

applies to the glass

and tfaosilki

that the term electrical repulnon is

hmk
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ELECTRICITY.

uied meanAy to mark the ippewanoe of the

phuMnMnoDy the di-

feigeDoe being, no douti^ doe to e new attractrie power acquired
.

hy the dedrified cyliDden for the sunounding bodies.
The difiereot conditions of the excttaeg and exinled bodies are
exphuned in

this way

^-~Whcll fianod and seafing-wmz aie nibbed
mberant electiicily leaves the wax and

together, a portion of the

be eledtnfled plus,
and the former mmut. If glass be rubbed by silk^ the ^Ik ki«s
some of its electricity, and becomes minus,- and tlie glass gains
electridty, and thus becomes plus.

enteca the flannel; the latter is tfierefbre said to

Another most important
teraied

has been

|niiiciple of electrical action

induction or influence, words intended to express that

which

species of action

results

from the appro.xiniaiK ui, without

contact, of an unelecti iiied to an ek ctihied body,

substance be

and

electrified,

<j})posed to

il

any insulated

an insulated conductor,

but not within a striking distance, that end of the insulated conductor to which the

electrified

body

is

presented acquires

site electrical state to that ul the electrified

the msulated couductor

is

said to be

(

oppo-

aii

opposing subatance; and

lectnticd by induction. If the

he remov ed from the conductor, every electric

electrified substanct

sign ceases; proving that no electricity has been

communicated

to

the conductor, and the electrical appearance produced arises only

from the unequal distribution of the inherent
doctor during

its

approximation to the

electricity of the

electrified

con-

Nearly

body.

the same efl^t will be produced whether the conductor be insulated

er not.
IS

filectrici^

exdted by induction on imperfect conductors

not instantaneously restored to

its original state

of equilibrium

bj removing the inducing body, nor b it immediately excited to
the (nil extent which the drcunatanoei admit on presenting the
excited to the onexdted body.

Tlie

properties of indnctioo aie of connderable Importance aa

Ibmishing (he means of accumulating the dectric
iioyden jar

is

e

mp oyed
l

for that purpose.

fluids

This jar

is

and the
of

glaasy

ooeered inside and outside ^mtfa a metallic coating to within a short
distance of die month.

A metal rod

is

passed through

a wooden

cap in the mouth of the jar, its lower end touching the metal coating inlde of the jar, the upper projecting three or four inches above
the cap, and terminating in a balL
tact ^idth

an

electrified

If thebaU bebiouglttiDCon^

body, the inner surface will be found In
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cobditmi mT the ^fecttified body; the eitenua surfeoe
am tbecppoiito •tafes^ fagr indaclko; which may be ytand by
tUe

^

laiiie

"
That the dactric fluid is captbte of considmUe temion may
be ahown in many ways; btit the fiicuUy of dedricaltraattniaiioii
is very dtfibent in difieient bodiet^ and electriciana have there*
fere called the sobatancei that affcnd a ready passage to ekc-

tricity,

conductora; while othert, through which

thcf fluid

cannot

Substances thus clasnd were
fiinnefiy inaGCorately tanned dectrics and nop etectriciy from

named non-oonducton»

pass, are

name indicated an incapaci^ for
by friction, and the latter denoted tlie coo^
This is not the fact; for electricity may be ex-

the suppontion that the former
electrical excitation

Uwy

property.

cited in

solid

all

when rubbed
does not,

is

it

substances by

firicuuii.

same manner

in the

true, cxiubil

A

iiiLtalliL-

su balance

as a piece ot aiiiouth glaj^s tube,

aay trace of electrical actiun,

lui liie

no sooner produced than it is conveyed (by the conducting power of the metal) to the earth, thi ough the body, by
means oi the hands but if a non-conductnig substance be interelectricity

is

;

posed as a bupjjort or handle, then the metaUic rod when rubbed

with dry

any

fur, exhibits

light l»ody

Among

ilic

enumerated

it

an attractive property by attaching to

may be

presented

^lood or perfect

all

itaelf

to.

may he
among the

conductors of electricity

die metals, rhnrcoal,

plumbago,

8u;.

;

impertect or non-conducU^rs, acid and saline solutions, water, alcohol, ether, metallic oxides, oils, glass, resinay &c.
ler bodies are usually

employed as

The two

lat'

insulators.

etectricityy many lands of
may be employed | but those most in request are the
The first-named machine is a glass
cylinder and plate machines.
cyfindo', made to levolTe on its axis by a handle; the electrical

For eihitnting and obtaining ordinary

apparatus

exdtation

is

fMPoduoed by the friction of a cushion, and the electric

fluid is collected

duetor*

on a smooth metal cylincbr called the prime coois a cucular disc of glasa^ mountad

The odMr madnne

on an ass; and motion being g^ven to the fdate, as in the fonner
cnssj the dectricity is exotad by the rubbing of cushions: the
prime conductor is a bent brsM fod. Both ooortnidions avs
mounted oo mahogany frvues, and the parts, where neosssary^
snppoitad on^ass pillars as inMdators.
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this very brief outline

tennt applicable to

all

been explained in a

of tbe (JuBOomena of eleotndty* the

mitattfm bm, fve trutt,
manner; so that wlieb made

cases of cfectiinl

sufficiently clear

use of hereaftBTi the leader may xeadUy imdersland tiie sense in.
tended to be conveyed by the terms used.
therefon hasten to

We

the consideration of that peculiar species of dectiidty which has

been supposed to be elicited by amtoct» as it u that kind mosdy
employed in*the experiments of £lectro-magnetism* It is called
Hydro*electridtyf 6alvaniBm> or Voltaic electtidl^;
after the

name of

tbe latter

the celebrated Italian philosopher Volta»

found that if two insulated discs of

ifinsimilar metals

who

were plaoed

in contact, on separation they exhilnted evident signs of

bmng

io

opposite ekdrical states,--4he one being plus, the other minus, or

poative and negative ; and thus proved that the sudden and violent

muscular contractions which take place when the nerves and
muscles of the limb of a
ferent metals,

IS

due

i'vog

are respectively in contact with dif-

and not to any peculiar power

to clccti icity,

existing n\ the muscular fibre and nerve as

vani, the original discoverer.

In

all

was supposed by Gal-

respectively distributed over any coiKluctingr surface

placed in communication with

tiie

electnlied bodies.

property of metals, they have derived the
tricUyt and the

As
metal

proems which takes

name

small,

it is

From

this

of motor$ of eUc"

place, ekctro-motion.

the quantity of electricity excited by any
is

may be
which maybe

cases the electricities

two

jiieces

necessary to obtain an increased eticct by

of

em-

ploying numerous pairs of metallic [jlates, taking care to retain tbe
connection in such a manner that the electricity elicited by each
pair be diSused through the whole train

;

and also that each

mem-

ber of the series consists either of one imperfect and two perfecV
or of one perfect and two imperfect conductors.

Tbe method of arranging tbe metallic plates to form a voltaic
combina^on is susceptible of considerable variety : that invented
by Yolta, consists in placing dissimilar metals in contact; and lay*
ti^ on them a piece of flannel of the same size as the pUtes, (moistened with water or a saline solution,) and on that another pair of
metalsy then a piece of moistened flannel^ and so on, the number
of aliemations depending on tfaepkasure of the esperimenter^and
the power required : the relattve position of each pair nmstbe preserved through the whole aeries; and that metal which is undeimost
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m the fint comlmmtioDy must be also undennost in tbo'last.
the cODfeiueiioe of experiments the metallic dbcs are

when

soldered togetfier, and

by three upright

piled are supported

pieces of wood, which are attached by their lower cmis

An

or stand.

apparatus of

two inches diameter,

tliia

to the

may be

should be previously moistened,
ductor): the effect thus produced
the dischr\rgc of a Ley den jar^ by

A pecuUar

base

sufficient to af?cct the gold leaf electro-

is

felt

by applying the

upper and lower extremities of the

electricities, plus

to a

kind of thirty or forty repcti Lions,

scope, and to give a smart shock, as

hands

for

now usualty

is

presumed

hands

pile (the

the dry skin

is

a bad con-

be analogous to

to

aa aooihilation of the opposite

and minus.

feature in voltaic electricity,

and wherein

it

difiers

no sooner re*
stored, than it is again disturbed ; for the conditions which originally excited it are still maintained^ and therefore a continued curfent is kept up along the wire, or any oonducting substance that
BiayoQmiecttbeejrtramijiet of theocimlibatkm^ Thepileof Volta
from ordinary

,

ia

now

not

electricity, is, that the

much

in

equilibrium

r^u^t (exocfdng

is

occasionally for medical

modes have been devised for forming the
combination in a fiur more csoooomical and convenient manner.
The first of these was the invention of Mr. Cruickshanksy who
mtanoduced the plan of soUeriog liie metalfic plates together^ and
placing'tliem in a kxig and narrow mahogany trough, with gKXDves
cut opposite Id, and at equal dbtanoes from, each other; the pain
of metals afe thus retained in their positions by cement, and are so
arranged that similar metals are always on the same side. The
apparatus is rendered active by filling the interstioes between the
purposes), because other

pairs of plates with

The

add

or saline solutions.

courofnif det taties of Volta probably suggested to

Babiogton the alteialaon he proposed, which

is eflected

Dr.

by using a

tRMi^ of Wedgswood's ware^^vided into seiml partitions or cells.
In thb arrangement, each

cell receives

a plate of zinc and copper,
is carried on through the

not in contact, but the communication

medium
tallic

arc

The copper
mebeam or rod, by

of the fluid in which they are immersed.

dlbc ol one partition
:

all

is

attached to the zinc of the nest by a

the plates arc allixcd to u v\ooden

which contrivance they may be placed

in, oi

removed from the

ceUs at pleasure.
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To this 9fpmfm Dr. WoUaitoa ncotumodod the uBBpoflaui
addltoolmroiVBdiog tb^iii^le plaitaof iwc withcopvcr; the
powor of thQ wic heiqg obvioiulj iacraMed hj exuding the cop.
per pl9l9 to a» to opfioM
wffiioee

bebg

appimikiis

a

it

to oweiy niifiice of the zioc, ooirtftcfcaf

previoied by small popes of cork of woo(l«

bent Adsptpd to

If

ill

This

4be researches in which there

ie

i&mod for 9imiii(% a» wdl as intensity of electric fluid.
For

experimeiita in eloctro*magnetic science, a battery, simihur

in construction to the calorimotor of Professor Hare,
ferred,

}is

being the most oeconomical and

U

to the experimenter.

aflordlnfl:

two

coiisisU oi

is

to

be pre-

greater facilities

lixcd hallow concentric

cylinders ot copper, having a moveable cylinder of zinc placed

bctwci a them: one great advuutage wiiich this construction possesses

is,

formed

is

the battery belnfr thus rcstoicd to

This contrivance, we
aiyl

it

will

believe,

number

is

its

ou, its surface

Dtiirinal

state

activity.

due to Mr. Sturgeon of Woolwich,

how admiraU^

be seen

to which he has applied

A

may be
removed

that after every experiment the zinc cylinder

taken out, and the oxide which

it,

'» adaptftri ior thfi purpo«fa>

it.

of batteries

may be

joined togctliqr by merely a**

raqgiog a metallic eommunication between the copper extreaiitQI
of one battery and tins zinq extremity of the other. By this me*
,

thod of rouluplying

th(i

number of plafeoa we obtsio

high iHtensi$^99A the ]iro{iovtioo
afitboMlical one.

number of

a
an

of

as nearly as can be judged

By eohig^Qg the size without increa^ng the
we gain not in tateuit^, which rematas

alternations,

exactly the saane^ but in quantity.

la expiess the
teaiffy or

is

electoicity

mel quaotl^ oC

lennba

its

The term gaoa^ty is employwii
power hi a body, and t»«

eleetiic

pojver of tninsaaission tfarougH inpofact ooo*

duetors.

The idative efledp of gwaali^ and iwtmnt^ were admirab^ iU
tfaeespemnents iastitotad bj Mr. CUldrw* whoee vol.
tsie combaaation cottsisted of platea thir^wo i««hes wide and
Ittstrsted bj

sis,^lMgh«

Tb^9eftct upon perfiMlGODdnctofs was mtems^ bat

Mile. Difieraat degrees of chenncal
on the oetalfic plates by the various flittdk
uttd to exdte the vc^c apparatus ; and the more power&l the
action produced, the mote tnmsient is its duratioa.
imi^ediBCt cQodiftctors

acttoa aie pcodupod

To

obtain an apparatub which would continue in foicc during
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may required time, M. De Luc contrived an tiMtrument which bt
caUed " the electric column." It is formed on {Hredteiy the same
principle as Volta's pilsj but with this important addition; that

Ihe imperfect oooductor instead of being a fluid
tuid whtiiig-paper
tisnally

amogBd

is

in

ia

prefeiTad for this purpose.

a <iry aubstanoi^
The column it

a gbsa tube whicb should be as

free

from

and the allBraatiDg pttia of plates with Ifaa
paper are rtgoMy arranged within it; a brass cap b atuushed to
eaQhextrsmitf of the glass tube, and each caphas pasung through
moiBtiiie aa ponlble^

its

centre

a wire with a screw, which

serves to press the plates

doser together, and to secure contact with the outride metallic
combinatioo of this kind, if
plate at both ends of the series.

A

kept perfect^ dry and insulated^ oonposed of very thin pairs ef
plales of silver and sine in contact,

ea ch snch pair being separated
horn the nest pair by a disc of writing-paper,—has been found
after the lapsecf several years

leaves of an dectroscope.

uodinuoished in itseflects on the gold

Although

of considerable electric power,

this

has no

it

apparatus gives evidence

ciietiiiCLil

action

u

has been supposed that to produce chemical action,

is

;

hence

it

absolutely

neceabaiy that a Jiuid be employed as the interposed media be-

tween each pair of

The

tiic

metals in the voltaic combinatioD.

properties of a voltaic combination

four heads.

and heat;

1.

phasnomena

Its electrical

3. Its extensive

4. Its inducing

:

may be arranged under

2. Its

production of light

agency as an instrument of analysis

magnetism on

steel

bars.—

>

We shall

:

propose ex-

amples of each of these properties.
I. Its electrical

phanontena.^lf a wire connected

witli either

of the extremities of a voltaic battery be brought in contact with

a

delicate instrument termed

an electroscope or ekckrometer,

may

indicate very feeble electricity, the

which by

its

coostrucuon

fluid em.<uiating

from each end of the combinatioo will produce

essentially different effects.

glass

excited

lirtctioo

by

of flannel

friction
:

This
of

may be shown by

silk,

testing it with

or by sealing-wax excited

and as the best efieccs are obtained in

by

electro*-

Magnrtir science by the use of a battery c(M»truclBd of one
pair of pUtes, wherein the plus electrici^

is

supposed to

pass from the copper through the connecting wire to the nnc»

and from

we

shaU^

tiie

sine through the interposed fluid to the copper

when

alluding to the electric stream issuing firom the
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toff^r fliid of

tlift

battery deeigoato

will in contra-disUnction be

When

of the battery.

it

plus,

and tbe

expms

employed to

tm MtMit

the

a small quantity of electricity

tim and
Is mada

to pass through the nerves of living animals or such as have been
recently killed,

the muscles,

it

occasions a tremulous motion and contraction of

e.g. I'iace a iiounder on a

piece of silver upon

duced every time

its

zinc with a small

[)lale oi

back, and violent convulsions will be pro-

a conimunication

macJe Ik twppn the metals; the

is

connecting wire must be a good conducting substance, or no effect
will

a

be produced.

A

similar circumstance will hapjic u

lately deprived of life.

If a silver plate be placed

zinc of larger dimensions, and a leech or
silver; as long as the reptile

only,

il

you pass

shock from a Leyden jar through the limbs of a frog but

slight

will betray

it

remains

its

elongating

as to touch both the silver and zinc plates at the

mediately recoils as

if it

upon a

plate of

be put upon

ttie

»

contact ^vith the silver

in

no uneasiness, but on

worm

same

its

body so

timo^ it im*

received a painful shock.

—

of light and heat. Sir H. Davy, with tbe powerful voltaic combination of tbe Koyal institution, conststing of two
2. Froduction

thousand pairs of four-inch square piates, was enabled to produce
llie

most intense

artificial light

ever mea, excepting perhaps that

He

exhibited by the combustion of lime with the mixed gases.

says:

**

When pieces of charcoal

of an inch in

about an inch long and one-sixth
diameter were brought near each odier, within the

or fortieth part of an mch, a bfight spark was pvoduced,
and more than half the volume of the charcoal became ignited to
wMteness i and by withdrawing the pcunts &om each other, a con-

thirtieth

stant dischaige took place through the heated air, in

at least to four indbes, producing

a most

of light* broad and conical in fonn in the middle.

was introduced into
pbtinum melted as readily
stance

this arch, it instantly

in it td

wax in

a spaoe equal

brilliant asoenifi^g

arch

When any sub*
became

the. flame

ignited

of a commoii

candle ; quarts, the sapphire, magnesia,lime, all entered into fiision*''

Hence

it is

evident that electridty evolves both light and heat.

3. Extensive agency

oMmuuimamt of ano^jisw^In the bands

of the chemist jhe voltaic batteiy proves of infinite use and u»*
portance, in consequence of its great power as an agent of transfer
and decomposition.
affinity arc

By

its

sud, the

law and order of chemical

subverted and superseded, and substances which re-
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aS othor

fliit

power, and
96liitioii

11

sttentpti at decooipoiitoii yield to its prodigioui

am foaohod kilo tlicir ultiiliate eleaaeiilB* When any

of a iMiitnlMdtb placed indunihelDflu^^

phanoweoa oocnrj the aeld collects rouDd
if two glass
feiseli catalBipg laMoo o£ ted cabbage be Imerted n baaintf
wbii a soltition of sulphate of soda and connected by moist
cotlOBy the fahieliqnar in one of the asssels will become i>ed by the
aoBanukdan of the acid, and graen in the other vessel by the attracted alksU ;•—reverse the connecting wires, and the red liquor

coiahiimiiop» tailoaB

OM of Hie wbfli^ the alkali iwind the opposiie wire,

iM
will

be seen

lirst

become

period
oriffinnl

resume

to

its

original colour,

green, antl tliegiccn poilion

blue tinge and then

ul'

and

after a short

acquire its

lluid will

become red. Thus we

and
be transmitted througii delicate vegetable c< )ur3, and
change them restore them and again to change them.

alkalies niay

see that acids
>!(

—

—

wade to
The jx>wers

of deci in[josition |x)8se3sed by the pile were

observed in

actiun on water.

its

extreniiiics of a battery are

When connecting wirens

made

to

communibatc

and whnn those wires arc of a metal not susceptiblt
bubbles of gas are evolved at

botli wires,

separately or conjomtly.

When

instead of water, the metal

is

wire,

and bo|^

is

\\ itli

ft

first

(mh

tlie

that iitud,

of oxidization

and may be collected

a metallic solution

upon
ooanecdng
was by the agency of an extei^
is

acted

revived round a particular

liberated.

It

fm mUnc niq^tti^tiis that Sir H. Davy succeeded in hie briUtanC
coarse of eKpeiinients whicli aflbelnd the decomposition of the alkaline earths, and enabled that eminent philosopher to determino
ibe constitution of this dass of bodies,

which liad for ages been
So irmietible Indeed

asnndand as simple and undecomposable.

aaelbefaavtii of the loliaic €ooshinatiQ% that the most soGd aggaqgates send fiiMMJSi oompo

—

s

when aofanutted to its action,

as-

MMMT ifanpkr ftnna of aiatt9«

Thn pnncipkaof
atinglbn

k^wme

el YftMBlB* bnt

the wdtaks idle bavn been app&ed for obvi*

eftct of ae»«alar uiaan die <»|i|»t

iben^

«M tnipaifect sneoeas; Iv Mo«{^ the voM^

te baa teen pvevenled,^ k conequeace of tfae soflaeo ef the
naplper being proseBaadiDaasoxadationylbeaaiArdaBsof marioe-

innctB anaioHii ^nffiz ^nnselMa te 4tfie oopfier, tbi^ugh which
sanW'Qf tbwktbnm {HonsedbflleB*
4h

Mbang magtHliMi on

bars,*—it is known that lightning

-
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poeaeftftes

the power of reversing and destroying the polarity of »

magnetic needle^ and iron

have been found to
guishable.

by the

ban wlieo sullied to its influence
magnetic properties not beforo distiD-

ejcbibit

Attempts were aocoidiQ^y made to induce mi^^nelum
macUnei and alao.f^.voltaiooQmlmmtions, but

electrical

witbiiiq[ieifectsaooeii.

Intfaeaiitimmof ISlQiPAitaorCBntefl

made hiadiaooveiy, anl proved tliatllievoltuc and magnet fltuda
acted redprocatty upon each other; and hb experiments fioimed
the

baab of electro-magnetic

fldehoe.

Sabaequently

M. ibago

succeeded in magneUamg needles by asmall pile; the ktm of tl|e

-

connecting wire was a befical coil : by tins simple anrangementthe
maiEimom efiect was produced. If a steel needle be inserted in a
coil and removed agun immediately, it will become a pernianeot
magnet Sir H* 0avy about the same period magnetiaed steel
needles, by placing them transversely to a wire connecting with
the plus and minus extremities of a voltaic combination : he also
rendered a needle magnetic by placing it across a wire along which
a charge

A

comniun Lcyclcn battery was transmitted.

iroiu a

very slight degree of ordinary electricity

duce magnetism

is sufficient

'

to pro-

a needle.

If a helix

be prepared, and an un-

niagnetized needle placed in

its interior,

aod one end of the helix

lidd in the hand,
trical

in

tlie

other brought near the conductor of an elec-

machine, and sparks passed to it,—after a number of sparks

have been taken, the needle

we may

will

be magnetic;

From experiments

conciuUe that the identity of electricity and lightning

is-

established.

In performing experiments with the voltaic battery, and more
especially

when

that apparatus

is

used for showing the phsenomena

of electro-mi^pMtism^ perfect metallic contact of the several repetitions of connecting wires is essendal to complete success.
It
is

all the points of the wires should be cleaned,
or rubbed with emeiy or g^ss paperi or that they should

necessary that

file4i

be amalgamated, so that a current ofelectricity transmitted through
te-several wires should meet with no intemiption, and that

its

passage should be tbe same as if only one wire were employed.

Mercury

is

used in connecting

tiie pointi^

and

is

placed in cupe

made for that purpose, in the various electronnagnelic apparatus
and although perfectly dean pobts to the connecting wiro "wHl*
generally answer the purposef to

obtuo the' best

results tfa^

must

CLECTEtCtTT*
be MBalgamated

:

la

the moit ready and perhapt the

acoorapliali thiS| is to

faeal

method to

rub the parts inteiHled for insertioo

m

the

caps with nitnte of mercury j to obtain which, place a globule of
vessel contaiiuDg a smaU quantify of diluted
add; upon dipping the points into the soludoo and moving
than about in contact with the metal, they wiU become amal*

mecoiry io a glass

nitric

The ends of the

gaaaatsd on the surfoce.

decay

speecfily

wire thus amalgamatod

to prevent the decay, after the experiments are

:

concluded, the wires should be well washed in water, wiped dry»

and the mercury removed, CJopper next to silver wue b the
best doonecter, and also the best conductor of cdectrieily. The
wire should be as thick as can be conveniently used, and as short
as possible ; contact may be formed by twisting wires together,
but

this will

seldom be found to be

sufficient

;

>'

and therefore the

wires uiust beamalgamated previously, or be more closely brought
together by binding a btnaller wire round them, care beiug taken
that the wires are pertectly free from grease

Platinuni wire
like the

also extremely usdul,

ui dii

L.

and iiotsubj^tto decay

its power of resisting the action
upon it; but the great expense of tliat metal precommonly employed. Considerable advaoiage is

am aigamaled copper, from

of the mercury
vents

is

its beini^

gained by employing in electro-magnetic experiments tnerrury free
dirt or oxide, as the parts of the apparatus which are intended
move, do so with greater facihty when the surface they travel on

from
to
is

quite

dean ;

mercury
dean,

is

it is

besides, contact

better preserved.

advisable to cover the surfaces of such portions as are

in the troughs or cisterns
nitric acid

between the moving points and the
Should the mercury used be not

i

a

ibrce generated

b

where the moving parts dip, with diluted

thin layer is sufficient to dissolve any film.

by

the mutual action of the electfi6ed wire

The
and

but when the arrangiement is sucb
as to cause rotatory motion, there should be as little fiictioa aa
possible, the parts that have motion should but just touch the sor*
the magpet

considerable

;

from bebg nsedf
it may imbibe
is^ after the experiments are completed to place the metid in sqm
fiice

of the mercury.

and the most

Mercoiy becomes

r^y way to remove

dirty

any impurities

gbss or earthenware Tessd, such {or instance as a gallipot; andr
before piadng on the cover, which should not be air ti|^ to poor
«

<m to the mercury a Ettie diluted nitric acidytileie to remaiiinntiltbs
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vemiry b

again required.

mercuiy

trate of

for

By

tluii

amalgamation

plan a constant supply oC ni-

is

produced; as the aqueous
add combined with

portion of tbe solution evaporates, and the
particles of the metsl crfstab are formed

amalgamation

is

on the

top.

When an

necessary to be formed, take apiece of the oystBl^

mix it with a little water; oo
a dean metalfic wii« into the solulion^ the end of the
wire immersed becomes coated with mercury. Such parts of an
apparatus as cannot easily be dipped into the solution may be
amalgamated by being rubbed with a wire that has been already
place

it

in a small glass vessel, and

introducing

amalgamated ; and as the mercury is transferred from the rubbing
may be renewed by again immersing it in the solution.

wiie^ it

Until within these few years

it

has been usual in performing

electro-magnetic experiineuts lo operate with exteubivc batteries

and small magnets. The expense attending the purchase of a large
and also for acitl to excite it, the difficulty of

voluiic combination,

keepmg

it

in great activity,

and the inconvenience arising from

the quantity of gas evolved during the process, induced

geon to

institute a series of experiiiients, with a

if any particular ratio

for the

development

Mr. Stur-

view of ascertaining

of electric and magnetic power was necessary

oi'

electro-magnetic

phenomena; and he suc-

ceeded in proving that precisely the same

effects

were produced

when powerful magnets and a feeble electric force were employed, as
were originally produced when small magnets and extensive batteries
were used. The fiacilities thus affiirded to the amateur in sci*
eooe of experimenting on electro-magnetism at so small an expense

and comparatively

little

trouble^ will

no doubt tend

to

a dissemi-

nation of the knowledge of the peculiar and extraordinary focta of

and aid its progress towards the development of
which piobably are as yet unknown to us. The cylinder^

this science,

ethers

formed battery recommended has cups to hold mercury, affixed
lo wires soldered to both the copper and

nam cylinders^ by which

oontrivance, contact between the cylmders

and the connecting

ym may either be preserved or broken as occanon requires.
.

As

other forms of the voltuc' combination are sfwoetimes (even

bow) used in performmg experiments in this branch of physical
adence, we thmk it right to make one or two remaika on the jne*
tbod to be pursued for obtaining the best results from them. That
arrangement of the voHdc battery that affinds the greatest
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ELECTRICITY.
Nify of electricity is decidedly

necessary.

The power and

to

be preferred,

activity displayed

if

depends upon the strength of the diluted acid used

;

sold in the shops vary considerably in their value,
state in

what

precise

nuL abst)latcly

and as the acids
it

is diflBcult

to

be mixed, and
the best acids to be employ-

proportions they should

philosophers are not agreed as to

Some recommend muriatic, others nitric, others
we believe the most approved mixture for an

ed.

•

by the battery mamly

sulphuric
extensive

acid ; but

coQsuta oi two parts in bulk of sulphuric acid, and one part
of nitric add, with one hundred parts of water. The proper
series

ftreogth

may be

ascertained by inserting into the diluted acid a

piece of zinc, noting the effects produced

;

the gas evolved should

iMoend in bubbles scarcely Tiaible; but should a violent action be
produced* and bubbles pfess upwards with rapidity and of large
size,
tttie

water must be added ; on the contrary, should the mis*
no senuble efiect on the metallic plate, an addidoo of

exert

add is

necessary.

When a battery is employed consisting of ooe»

two, or more pairs of laige plates, and
laige a piantUy of electridiy

it is

intended to

eau^ite

at

m a given time as possible, a stronger

may be used ; viz. one part
add and deven parts of water : this will put the batteiy in
a state of high acti?ity, but its energies will be of sliort duration

solution than that before mentioned
nitric

these proportions for the dQuled acid will

the cylinder battery, which
to

we have

be found to be best for
recommended

before strongly

be used in electro-magnetic experiments.
In the employment of batteries of the form sugciested by Dr.

Babington, the plates should be

witlidi

awn from

tiicir cells,

and

care be taken in pouring in the diluted acid, that the cells are not
so

full

as to flow over

when

the plates are immersed

;

and parti-

cular attention should be paid in returning them, that they are properly introduced, and that the zinc plate of one pair be in tiie same
cell with the cf ppf r plate of the contiguous pair.
Batteries of
this construction usually consist of ten or

twelve pairs of plates,

and they may be used separately or corijolutly by the last copper
plate of one series ijeing inserted into the same cell with the first
plate of 7,inc of another series, precaution being taken that the
plates are

all

arranged

in the inaiiner before directed.

The two

extremes of any voltaic combination are called the poles, and
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the coonecbRg wires should be in inetallic contact with these
It is necessary,

poles.

when

applying the terms

fht and

mum v>

the poles of a battery, to cooiider whether the oambiimtioo coiw

sbt of one pair of plates or several, as in the oomposite battvy..
It is obaerved that when a plate of nncand a plate of oopjierhaw

been placed in contact, on iSbm separaiioii liie anc plate indieatea
and the copper mtmw electricity ; it is therefore inferred that
when two plates of these metals are immersed in an add soltt««

plus,

tion, that the zinc

the

fluid,

the duiii

,

there

is

electricity in the

in the

communicates

a pui lion of its

and the copper communicates

upper poi

turn of the zinc,

end

is

receives

its

;

the connecting

accumulated mhius

and

only one pair of plates

is

compose

tlie

employed, the zinc end

the copper t:nd minus, for this reason,

tion

minus

and coutinuance of the current of

must be interposed between the

electricity

wne

electricity,

battery,

is

applied

and the

plus electricity.

its

tlie

When

(

opjjer

a

com-

designated

plus,

tenned plus, and the zinc end minus.
battery

posile

electricity to

and of pius

wire in contact with the copper receives

When

plu$ electricity to

minus

theretore necessarily an accumulation of

upper purtion of the cop|>cr

to the zinc

its

that fur the preserra^

voltaic eiectncity, a fluid

plates.

The

plus electricity

from the zinc passes through the fluid to the copper, and the mtfius
electricity from the copper to the zinc ; and as the terminal plates
of the composite battery at either end are not in contact with the
fluid,

but in connection wnth a metal of a different description

folbws,

tliat

municates

and by

the last copper plate in contact with

its

accumulated

tlie fluid,

| it

con^

electricity to the zinc plate unitad to

iW

this zinc plate it is transferred to the connecting wire*

Hence tlus eztiaauty of the oombination is termed the pius pole.
At the oppoMtaend of the combination, tbe last anc plate in oootact with the fluid comrounicates

Ifae

dectridty

it

raceifas from

the fluid to the oopper plate united to i^ that co|iper plate convi^a
it

to the connecting wire; consequently tUs extrsni^ of the

binattoo is

As a

cooh

named the mimu pole.

battery

which developes quaiUiiy

is

necessaiy for eieetns

obtuned by a battery
of the construction recommended, consisting only of one pair
iif plates ; it must be remembered, that in our reniw ts on electrtK
magnetic esperiments, and as this

is

best

•
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referring to the plus pole^

meaDS the cop-

per end, and the minus pole the zinc end.
It has been shown that electru ity cxciLcd by a systematic
arrangement of j)lates of dissiniiiai metals in pairs, and an interpost d acid solatioD, develope certain phsenomena.
To account
iof these

that

phsBnomena, various theories have been advanced.

claiiii

the most attention

were suggested by

M,

Those

Volta, Dr.

Wollaston, and Sir H. Davy.

The

first-named philosoplicr sujiiioses that elecliirity

pro-

is

duced by the association of tfie two metals, the original electricity
being disturbed by the contact and that tiie fluid employed acts
merely as a conductor of the electric stream.
;

-

Dr. Wollaston supposes that the oxidation
the original cause of the electric phcenomena

of

and

the

metals

in

support

of the views entertained by that eminent philosopher,

we beg

is

;

an "electric column" may be formed by
one metal only. If a series of plates of zinc, with one side polished
and the other side unpolished, be arranged in regular order with
all the pcAshed sur&ces in the same direction, and a stratum of
air be interposed between each plate ; on a communication being
iBttde by a connecting wire iirom either extremity of the combina*
leave to notice that

•

.

cap of a delicate electroscope, the gold leaves will dian electric circuit is formed. The electrical
is submitted, is here produced solely fay the oxidation of

laOD, to tiie
'

Vflige^ indicating that

adkiQ^
tiie

it

polished surfooe of the metal disturbing the inherent dectrictty

of the plates.
Sir

H. Davy coaoei?ed

die electridty to be originally excited

by the contact of the metak, preserved and contmued by the chendcal action of die interposed acid solutions ; and that tbe chemical
.change^ altiwug^ not the primary source of die disturbance of iha
electricity,

waa essential 4br

it»

derdopment

in considerable quao^

tities.

The sdence of electricity embracing such an

extensive .field of

be very imperfecdy treated of in tiue small
space allotted for the subject in our little treatise; but we hope a
compet^t idea has been conveyed of tbe several leading phseno*
mena of the science, and also of the signification of the terms em-

inquiry, cannot but

pluyed

to

designate those phaenomena.

tus have been explained

j

and

The various

voltaic appara-

their several meiits pointed

out

:

the
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most approved method of Daanipulation, which has been adverted to
in

a manner

sufficiently explicit,

we

trust,

as to enable the reader

to select the apparatus best adapted for his exiierunrius,

pursue that plan which

will obtain the beat

eSkcU iVom

aud to

it.

MAGNETISM.
Ir a rod of

be

iron

fineely

siiapeoded in

a

horizontal poaidon^ it

asaumes a particular direction ; and when subjected to the process of twisting, fiting^ or percussion^ it acquires the propertj of
attractii]|g-and

of bemg attracted by otbsr pieces of iron brought

This property does not belong exclusively to imn;
for nickely cobalt, btsmulli, and several rare metals and minerals
are found to devdope similar phasnomena, although in a very Mite
near to

it.

manner, when compared with that of ferruginous matter.
Bodies winch possess the property of attracting and of beiqg a^
called magnets : they are of two ksnds^ natural
by iron,

m

tracted

#

and

The

artificial.

loadstone

;

the

natural magnet is

artificial

magnet

is

a mineral substance called a

a hardened bar of sted to which

the magnetic |)ro|H rty has been comniuiiicated
the loadstone^ as

it

possesses

all

its

:

it is

quahties, wilh

a

superior to

grcalcr uni-

formity of texture and of distribution of the magnetic power, and

the advantage of being moulded into any required form.

IS

^Viien a

bar of steel impregnated with the magnetic fluid

immersed

in

iron

filings,

there will be a greater accumula-

tion of tlie attracted particles at the extremities than at

of

its

poles.

The
:

its

axis of a magnetic needle is an imaginary right line,

coinciding with
extremities

its

boreal or northern, and

a plane at right angles to this

the centre of the needle,
plane,

any other

parts: and these terminal points of the bar are called

pasong at

is

the

its

austral or southern,

line,

passing through

magneUc equator

;

and another

right angles to the latter through the n^edie* is

the magnetic meridian.

A fundamental principle
iuspeodii^ on

its

of magnetism

centre of gravity

an

may be shown by

artificial

freely

bar magpie^ whioh
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will

then

bar

may be drawn from

itself, it will,

a

direction

few

after a

is

inferred that

needle

is

south.

again

left

this

happens

in all parts

to

same

of the world,

magnetism pervades the globe, and that the

power of

influenced by the raagnedc

has been termed

but

;

Tha

and

when

nearly north

position

oscillations, invariably present the

A8

end towards the north.
it

this
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terrestrial

which

the earth,

The suspended magnet,

magnetism.

as before mentioned, has a tendency to arrange itaelf

m a certain

same end always pointing to the north.
It is
therefore usual to mark tliat extremity N. which is towards the
terrestrial north pole ; and S. that which is towards the south pole*
As the same lawprevaib 'in magnetism as in electridty, similar
poies repel, white dissimilar poles attract each other, with a force
direction, the

inversely as the square of Ihie distance; llie end of the magnetic

needle which

wluch

it

marked N.

is

pdnts,

is in

(north), to indicate the cfiiection to

its

south

pde : and the same reasomog
wluch

applies to th« other extremity that points to the sooth,

by the south pole of
the .earth. However, to prevent confosioo, we shall in all omr
remarks on the magnetic needle. adhere to those tanas uauaUy
applied to its several ends, and desigmite that end north whsdi
pobts in that <fiiection, and the other end wntik which pcMOti to*
watib the southetn extremity of the earth.
it in

rtaHty

The

its

north pole^ as

attracted

it is

directive property of a magnetic needle

ance to the mariner:

it

furnishes

a compass, by the aid of which he
several quarters of the horizon,

is

of

vital

is

miner, the survey

The common
torn of

many

or,

called

enabled to determine the

and consequently

to a-sccitLiin at

any time the direction of a ship's course on the ocean.
extremely useful in

import-

him with an instrument

It is also

operations on land, particularly to the

and the traveller.

conijjass consists of a circular metal box, the bot»

which represents tlie liorizon from the centre of the bottom
upon which is suspended tlie niapnetic needle;
:

projects a steel pivot,

surrounding the

steel pivot is

a plate divided

at its

three hundret] and sixty equal parts or degrees

of the compass are also marked

upon

glass cover to protect the needle
air.

it:

;

outer edge into

the several points

the top of the box has a

from the action of currents of

In the mariner's compass the divided circular plate

is

a

card, affiled to the upper ptrt of the needle^ with the north

stifi*

and

I
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made

south psointo

to correspond with the aJcis of the' needle,

and the whole balanced on the steel pivot: the compass-box i»
bung QD gimbalsy with its centre of gravity much below the points
of suspension, to obviate the efiects the rolling motion of the ves*
sel

would have upon the needle.

lanced

a/i^er

tor if a light
imniediatiely

In compasses thus oonstructed,

Ink
fnperty has been communicatsd to it
bar of steel be yeiy delicatdy balanced on its centre^
oo having the magnetic* virtue communicaled, it no

the needle plays horizontally

:

to accomplish this, the needle is

Uie magnetic

longer preaerves

its

magnetic meridian

horizontal poeitioa, but in ranging itsdf in the

is

observed to have, acquired the additional pro-

perty of dip, the north pole apparently becoming the heaviest, and

The amount

hidibing below the horizon.

pends npon the

of this inclination de-

-

where the esperiment ia
made. This angle is called the dip or inclination of the magnetic needle. The phenomenon was first observed by Robert Nor*
man, an Englishman, in the year 1576, who constructed an instrument to ancertiun the predse angle the magnetic needle would by
its dip form with the horizon ; and it is stated that 71" 5(3' was tlie
latitude of the place

inclination he iuaiid.
tain a ]>aper of

I'Ikj

Philosophical 'rransaclions of 18^23 con-

Captain LLivvard Sabine's on

sery-garden in the Regent's Park,

neighbourhood of iron

mean

;

and

— a situation

tlieir

mean

dip of the needle. Comparing this

far

mean annual

rate of dnnmulion

18'2

in the

1

nur-

removed from the

result? ga\ e

70° 03 as the

amount with

that obtained

bv Nairnc in 177*2, nnd by Cavendish in 1776,
as a

"The

this SLibject.

experiments were made in August and September

we

obtained 3'*02

between 1774 and

1

S

J

l

,

which

by two-fifths than the mean annual dimmution at Paris between the years 1796 and 1814, as deduced from the observations
is less

Gay Lussac, and Arago; whence it might
be Inferred, if sufficient dependence could be placed upon the ac*
nuncy of the observations, tb^t the annual variation of the dip in
of Messrs. Humboldt,

this part of the

world

is

greater

now

than

it

was

forty years ago

jelif we take WhisUio's determination of the dip in 1720

:

(75** IQl),

we obtain between the years 17^0 and 1724 an annual diminution
of 3^*05| which almost exactly coincides with the rate found for the
"mir^ffy for^!-aeveii years."

.

Mr*

Christie of

temeBnoffiortyobaemtkms^gave 70**

In

May

1884, the

ISf

W

Woolwich^ taking

in

mean of forty obaarvations' 70**

1

December 1831«
10^ 5^.
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The nature of the dip may b» illustrated in a lanitiar nmnner
by ddkatdy balancing- a steel needle, and then impregnating it
with the magnedc fluid : its pole maiiced Nortb^ as before observed,
will be depressed. Then if the magnetized needle so suspended be
passed along a bar magnet, when the needle is over the south end

•

of the bar, that point of the needle marked North will acquire a
greater dip, and assume a vertical position at right angles to the

As

bar.

the needle

made

is

to pass along

towards the centre, the

angle of die dip will gradually lessen; and

equator of the magnet, the needle
If the needle

now

l)e

will

be

when

arrives at the

it

in a horizontal position.

slowly advanced towards the north end of

the bar, the south pule of the needle will incline, the
inclination

prugrcsbively increasing until

when

pole of the magnet,

rected perpendicularly to

Another curious and
suspended needle, that
north

;

When
north,

amount of

arrives at the north

the bouth end of the needle will be diit.

interesting fact is developed in the freely
its

|)oint of direction varies

and the angle formed

is

from the true

called the declination, or variation.

the north pole of the needle declines to the east of the true
it is

the west,

termed east variation ; and when the declination is to
designated west vanaiion* it has been stated that

it is

Columbus was

tiie first

compass needle;
it

it

person

was on

this

who

discovered the variation of the

the 14th of September,

1498: but

has been ascertained that the fact was noticed nearly

two faun*

In the year 1590, the declination of theneedb

dred years before.

was 11*^ 15^ east; and in 1622 it was observed that the mrisligD
was less to the eastward^ and progressively appnoachit^ the true
meridian, at which

it

arrived about the year

1^7 ;

from wluch

commenced a western matioa until within the last dght
or nine years : and at the present time it is again on its return to
period

it

greatest deviation having been about £4* 90f
1818 ; consequently^ the lapse of time between
the magnetic needle being at lero and its airival at thegreateat
western boundafy, is one hundred and sixty-one years. Besidea

the true meridian,

west in London

its

in

the annual variation,

it is

found that the magnetic needle has a

was first obaerved by Mr. Graham in
London in 177£. Subsequent experiments made t>y Mr. Bariow
and Mr. Christie, show **that while the needle is directed to the
tnolion commences very early in the morning lu the
norths its
diurnal variati<Mi : tins feet

.
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S3
eastward j that

it

obtains

about seven o'clock

at

{greatest deviation in this

its

in the

inormng

;

Irorn this

direction

time the easterly

devialion duDinishes (the motion of the needle being to the west-

ward)

about half-past ten or eleven o'clock

till

the deviation

is

zeio,

and when,

it will

in the

morning, when

be observed, the sun being

upon the magnetic meridian, from this time the westerly deviation
commences, and consequendy the westerly motion of the needle
continues

till

about half-past ooeo'dock^ or two o'clock, when the

westerly deviation

is

at

it9

masuniim, and then begins

the motion of the needle being now to the eastward ;

to diminish,

.at

about five

o'clock the deviatioD again vanishes, and the needle poiota

ooce

more north and south (magnetic) ; but iti easterly modoD conUnuei
till

very late in the evening*"

An intarMtingBerieaof obiervationa and experiments were made
at Poii»Bowen in the years 1824 and 18^ by Captaui Pany

.

and Ci^lua Henry Fostar, on the diurnal varialioa and diurnal
iBteniily of the magnetic needle, an account of which is published
in tiie Philosophical Tianaaotionsy for 1826*

Eaqierittents in tbermo-magpetism teach us that megnetical

'

from a disturbance in the equilibrium of
temperature of metals, and perh^is of all bodies in nature : it has
tfacrefoie been supposed that the diurnal variation of the needle
and other peculiar phvoomena devebped by terrestrial magnetism

phsBnooMOa

will arise

are caused by the metals and other substinoes composing the crust

ef the earth being subjected

to<

change of temperature by solar heat,

acting on the suspended magnetic needle, and this action being

modified by the rotation of the earth on

Mr.

Clirislic

observed that

vibrations and attained a state

its

axis.

the liiaoncLic needle

of rest

iiiucli

made fewer

sooner vvhen the

compass was exposed to the soiar rays, than when the experiment was repeated in the shade. Hence he infers, that tlie solar
rays possess sensible magnetic properties,

made a

series of

i

he same gentleman

experiments to ascertain the eflectn of tem-

perature on the intensity of inruTnttic forces; and be found that as
tlie

temperature

ol the

magnets increased,

their intensity diimuish-

ed,-—in direct contradiction to the notion of destroying magnetism

by intense cold. From a tonperature of
rapidly as the temperature increased

;

80*^

and

the intensity decreased

at

above 100° a portion

ef the power of the magiMl was peniiHNDtiy dastroyed.
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If Mfair Kgfat vMlly aflects tbe magnetic naeifie wlien vibnitiDS

Hi influence^ and tln«, too, indepeadeatiy of any Iwat it magr
inpar^ it will bt aeonsary, while femaricing the inteoiily of the

tiadtr

au^oeiic needle In Yaiious parts of the earth, to observe vriiether

ornot the

be exposed to the aohur rays duriog the ob»

instrumeiit

servetioo*

Tbe magpetic

properties of solar light have been adverted to

bj

several philosophers; andPtofessorMorichiniof RomeaDnonQOed

m\B^S,

i.

that

he had saoceeded io imparting magoetiia] to

needles by exposing them to the videt-cdoarBd ray

steel

Mthe prismaiio

spectrum.

Mrs.

Soinerville has stated, that

magnetism was induced on

small steel needles by enveloping one end of them in violet-co-

loured

silk

or paper, and exposing them to the influence of the

We

solar ray.

experiments

to

think

it

requires the favourable result oi future

coulinn the

the violet-coloured ray of

fact, tiiat

the prismatic spectrum jruluccs macrnetism on «teel needles placed

within

its

iniluence; for

it is

known

that

many

of our most expert

manipulators in experiments on natural philosophy liave failed in

repeadng those of Morichini and Mrs. Somerville. Hence we
are led to infer that the needles operated upon by .Mtnchini

and Mrs. Somerville possessed magnetic properties previous to
their beinjr acted upon by the solar ray; and that that magnetism
'

escaped the
the

notic

e*

commencement

ot

the experimenters

of the operation.

when

tested by

We wait

them

at

anxiously for the

decision of the question respecting the magnetic property of the
violet-coloured ray; for if

it

be

satift&ctorily established that

it

does

manner described, tbe iieict will no doubt tend ultiuaetely towards the improvement of our knowledge of the phenomena of terrastcial mag*
possess the

power of

influencing steel needles in the

netisDi.
It is also

conceived that polar hghtSi or the Aurora Borealis and

Australis, exert an influence
asserts

on the magnetic needle; and M. Arago

that chstant polar lights, even if they are not seen in

a

given place, eiercise an evident infltience on the direction of the

BM^gnHic needle there."

Withre^ecttothefittsstformof asteelbar fbra magnetkine»«
dk, a great deal ought be advanced ; but we must limit omnwlwa
to observing^ that M17 cnie and.attaDiion should be bestowed on-

-
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ban

the compMitioD and unifgrai copstructiOD of miigpietiG

tended for needles in experiments of leseardi*
virtue should

The

id-

raagnelic

be imparted as umformly as possible^ although, percannot be attained. The extremities of the needle

fect uniformity

should, terminate in sharp points,

conical agate cup, on
pivot,

steel

torsic>n

;

tally

a

;

or

tlieac
^

the needle

it

which the needle

may be

is

to

be balanced on a

poised by a silken thread devoid of

aielhods apply only to a needle pla^'ing lionzon-

ery difierent
is

and the centre be^of snffiaent
This cap should contain a small

widdi to receive a brass cap.

mode

of suspension

is

necessary

intended to have a vertical movement^

when

as in the

case of the dippuig needle.

The

attention of the scientific world

was

called to tht conside-

ration of the induced magnetic properties of ditlerent luetals, by a

communication made by M. Arago to the French Academy of
Sciences in the latter end of the year 1824, He observed that tiie
metal rings with which magnetic ne^les are usually surrounded
exerted a sensible influence on the needles, the effect of which

was

to diminish the

amplitude of the oscillations; and as there-

some eicpehments which he made

to prove this, he states
" that a horizontal needle suspended in a ring of wood by; a thread
without torsion, .bdng moved 45° from its natural position, and

suit of

left to

itself,

duced to
'

made 145

oscillations before the amplitude

was

re*

In a ring of .copper the amplitude diminished so
rapidly, that the same needle on being removed 45° from its natural
lO"^.

position, only oscillated thirty-three times befofo the arc

duced

to 10°.

In another copper ring of

less

^raghty the

was re*
number

of oscillations between the arcs of 45^ and 10^ were sixty-six ; tht
time of the osdUations appeared to be the same in all the ringa*"

The capacity of varioos metals for the development of magnet
ism by induction, may be exhibited by putting into rapid rotation
a magnet, and by
a bono*
mounted a powerfol compound-

metallic discs or plates in approximation with

vibrating metallic discs or plates between the poles of

shoe magnet.

Mr. Babbage

hoise-sboe magnet, capable of

manner
try,

lifting

*

twenty pounds, in sucb a

as to receive a rapid rotation about

its

axis of

symme-

the axis being placed vertically in the line joining the poles,

the poles being upwards.

A circular disc

of copper six inches

diameter and 0*05 inch thick, was suspended oenUrally'over the
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'

mflgnel by a ulk thread without tonion, just capable of,sup«
porttDg

A

it.

sheet of paper properly stretched

was ioterpoaed

and no sooner was the magnet made to rotate^ than the copper
eommeoced revolving in the same direction, at .first slowly, but
with a velocity gradually and steadily accelerating. The motion
of the magnet being reversed, the velocity of the copper was gradually desLroyed;

commenced

When

naLeiy.

rested for an inblant, and then immediately

it

'

revolving in the opposite direction, and so on alter-

by a piece of

tlie

manner almost

magnet were connected
was in like
The f]e'jree in which this

poles of the revolving

soft iron, the rotation

of the copper disc

entirely annihilated.

development of magnetic virtue takes place

m

dilierent bodies

is

as

follows viz. copper, zinc, tin, lead. Silver appears to hold a high rank,
:

and gold a very low one,

The

magnetic energy."

in the scale of

experiment may be varied by suspending horizontnllv by a silken
thread, devoid of torsion, a magnetic needle or straight bar mnirnet,

and putting into rapid rotation a metallic.disc underneath it; the
needle or magnet will deviate from its natural position, and finally

assume a rotatory motion corresponding in direction wiUithat of the
ifisc.

When the rotation of the

the miignetic needle or bar.
that

may be

it

reversed, so is also that of
that any currents of air

by the disc do not influence the needle
to rotate, a sheet of glass or paper may be in-

the disc and magnet,

between

cisely ihe

is

set in motion

or bar and cause
terposed

disc

To show

same.

This curious and

and the

efiects

iiiteresting (act

wiH be pre-

ifl>

we

think,

even more strildngly ezlnbtted by the apparatus, .we believe

fi|rst

Mr. Stuiigeon, and called by him a Majroetoni^|«r.
H consists of sevml circular metallic plates, composed of difcent
kinds of metal, each mounted upon a separate axis,, and having a
weight affixed to its periphery. These plates turn between two
OMtal centres, a^ustable by screws^ mounted upon a stand, having
also two arms'or bntckets extending sideways fnm it, at the ex-

constructed by

tenor ends of which

a contrivance Ibr supporting the weight
; on reversing the suj^rt^ the phite is
put into a vibratory motion. Hie wdght constantly desoeoding
lipom^same hogfat, and without any propelling power being
Is

affixed to the circular plate

communicated

number
support,

to

it,

the metallic plate

makes a nearly

of vibrations at each time the weight
tlic

uumber

is let

free

When a

of vibrations being lecoided.

similar

from the

power-

%
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*

compound

ful

a horizontal
plale,

the

horse-shoe niacrncL

line,

poiiiuug

and the weight

number

is

let

so jilaced that

Is

and ncaiiv clusc

Lu,

IdU in

its

poles are in

of the

lu the axis

the oianner above dciicribed,

of vibrations will be considerably reduced

;

as

it

de-

pends upon the kind of metal of which each disc under experimeot
is composed.
•

From what

has been said iespcctmii; the capacity of metals to

acquire magnetical properties by induction or otherwise,

lows that those

who construct

experiments, should avoid
the needle as

much

it fol-

magnetical insu unients for delicate

tlie

use of metals in the

nng

or about

as pof^pible.

Electro-magnetic experiments show the efiects of electricity on
the magnetic needle, and thereby point out

tiie

propriety of not

exciting an electrical action by rubbing the glass cover of the

compssB previous to an observation ;

for the dectricity elicited

the friction will cause a deviation of the needle ftom

its

by

natural

podtioD, and conaequeiivly interfere with the oonectoeH of the t<»>
tolts.

•
.

,

We shall

frequently have occasion to allude to the compara^

^e

powera of magnetic needles and of magnets^ aod thereisre
to give examples of several methods that may be employed for
estimating the magbetic Inteosi^ of needles and magnelB: in the*
Ibimer tt isjudged of by its directive force, and in the latter by ita
power of sustaining weights, and also by the deflecdon produced
on a suspended needle vfhtfi placed in its vionity in a par-

To asoertun the magnetic intensity of a needle,
a few threadsof floss silk, remove it 45^ from iti
natural pontion, and release it in such a manner that no pro«
peShng power Is communicated to it. Eeoord the numbco' of
escUlatioiis wMch it makes in a determinate space of time befem
the are is reduced to ten or any other number of degrees that may
be fixed, and it will be found, as in the case of the pendulum^
^'that the time in which the same magnetic needle oscillates under
ticular position.

.

suspend

it

'by

different degrees of

magnetic power,

will

vary inversely as the

square root of that power, or the force wiil be inversely as the
square of the number of oscillations performed in a given time."

The

needle

may be

Euspi

nded by a very

line

wire or twisted silken

thread, and the qijaiitiiy of torsion to cause a determinate deviation

6om

the meridian being noted, the mtensity of the needle

is

pro*
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intensity of large

magnets

be estimated by the relative weight of iron they will by their
attractive power support, and by ihc amuant of the deviation of a

BPMiy

auspcnded needle {iiom

when brought within a

which they cause

original position)

its

fixed distance, and placed in a ceriaiu po-

sition.

It is

known

that the magnetic needle in a luaiincr's

compass

does not always point in the same direction when placed in
ferent parts of the vessel

this

:

of the quantity and vicmity
ships,

and particularly

ol

dif-

attributed to the local attraction

is

iron

Llie

in tliose of

now employed

in

most

His Majesty's navy.

This non may possibly become magnetical by induction by
the influence of the earth, and thus rau^^c the compass needle to
deviate from

its

natural position.

tion varies in the

head of the vessel

same

1

he declination or local attrac-

place, accordinjT to the situation of the

^vith respect to the

compass, and also

hititude \vhen the direction of terrestrial

magnetism

Mr. Barlow, of the Royal Military Academy

at

vvith

the

varies.

Woolwich, has

succeasfuUy investigated this subject: and in his excellent and va-

minute particu-

luable essay

on magnetic

lars as to the

approved method to be employed for detenDiniDg the

attractions, has given

local attraction of the iron used in the coostmcticp of vessels,

also for arranging
platea/'

and
and ac^usting the apparatus termed " correcting

which he has contrived to compensate

An ea»y and simple mode

for that influence.

of exhibiting tbe eflbcts of the local

may be.afiforded by

attraction of the ship's iron

delicately waagmsd'

lug a magnii^ft needle upon its centre of gravis, and when reposing
in

its

natural position, {iladng below one of

kon which may be supposed
of the vessel ; a de6ection

Mr. Barbw

its

poles any mast of

to represent the iron in the fore part

vinll

then take place at that extremity.

discovered that an ecjual efotis produced by

a small
mass of iron when (daced near to aneedle* as when a large mass ts
placed at a dbtance. To counteract the deflection^ if another masa
ofiroo be made to approach tbe opposite end of the oeedle>aud bq
arranged above it, the needle will be restored to its orijpnal and
natural pontion. It is not necessary that the masses of iron should

be equal to each other in bulk (^for the reason above stated), as any
may be compensated by bringing the smaller

differeiK:e therein

mass

closer to the needle,

t.

e.

within certain limits

j

lor

when

iroi)
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brought very near to the magnetic needle, it attracts, whether it
be applied above or below, oi to the north or soutli pole; but

IS

when

at a little (iiciaiicc, the

law obtains as described by Mr.Jjar-

low. It must here be observed, that the counteracting mass of iron
in a vessel cannot be applied in this

needle

;

as

it

would

in that case

manner behind the magnetic

be necessary

to regulate it for every

chanfre of position of the vessel, or of the iron in the fore part.

Mr. Barlow

recommends, that previous

theretore

proceeding on her voya<jp, the amount of

to the vessel's

llcction

ili

caused by the

iron should be accurately ascertained.

The

stead, as in our proposed experiment,

being placed behind and

above the needle,

sliouki be arranged

(^f

correcting mass, in-

and adjusted below and before

the needle, in a position so as to double the tangent of the angle

of deviation.

The

circular form,

composed of

be-permanently

th^ may

correcting plates (which are double, and of a
iron about one foot diameter) need not

fijted; for if their

be removed

:

exact situation be marked out,

and wheoever

it

desired to estimate the

local attraction of the iroo in the vessel, they

may be

replaced,

and

the numl>er of degrees noticed which they draw the needle from
its

position; the

sum

or fifTerencc of the angle, as

the recorded angle, will be
is

to-be repeated whenever

tlie
it

deflection sought.

may be deemed

compared vnlh
This opentioa

-

essential to correct

the sfaipV course in relation to the true magnetic bearing.
Idisut.

local
'

and

JobnsoDi

R.N. bas oommuoicated some experiments on

electrical influences

Old of Sciences and the Arts.

on the magnetic needle^ in the Jour-

Tbe experiments made by tbis officer

tried on compasses variously constructed
on local influences
and tiie results proved that tbey were all similariy^ tbough not pit^
por^nally^ aflfeieted by the iron and steel plates which he used;

and appeared to corroborate the theory^ that the magnetic virtue
and Ibe substance (in this case steel) from which it emanates will
sometinies act in unisoui and sometimes contrary to each other, on
the magnetic needle, acooAfing to the bearing and the etevation
or depression of t)ie centre of tbe ferruginous mass from the centre
of the needle, as noticed by Mr. Barlow.
M. Poisson, in his clever memoir on Uie theory of magnetism,
has shown liuw

tai

the experiments

which have been made on

local

atlraciions can be applied on mathematical principles to the general

theory, and also where they cannot.
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nometers

;

is

ad

supposed to accelerate or

and the rate of these

letFird the rate

of chro-

valu:iblc instruments having

found to vary when on shipboard and on shore,

been attributed to the proximity of iron

tiie

been

variation has

The iron pro-

in the vessel.

bably becomes magnetical by induction firom the earth, and perhaps

by inducing ao opposite polar

by

state on tbe

attraction accelerates its action,

sled part of the balance^
and consequently accelerates

the rate. AfgdiOp should the steel part of the balance have acquired
the same polar state as the iron in approiiiiiation with it, by their
mutual repulMon the vilnratioiis of the balauoe may be retaidedj it
follows as a natural ooosequence, that the rate of the chronometer
Hence we see the neoesnty of preventing if possibia'
is retarded*
the

dose approxiroalion of masses or

surfiu:es

of iron with chrono-

meters on shipboard^ and also of forming the

arm of the balance

of brass instead of sted; a plan adopted^

we betiere^ by most

the superior makers of the present day.

may

It

of

here be observed^

that the smallest inaccuracy in experiments of tins nature

may

lead to erroneous oondunons as to ilie eflect of certain pbaenomoni

on each other*
Soft and malleable inn more

speedily acquires magnetism than

we may fairly

infer from some ezpe*
owing to the resistance oflfeied
by the hardness of the cast iron and steel (in comparison with
thait of soft and malleable iron), thereby retarding the impregnation
of those bodies by the magnetic fluid. Mr. Barlow ascertained

either cast iron or steel

riments

;

this^

made by Mr. Barlow,

that cast iron and steel,
iron, equals

if

netic needle.

when

is

rendered equally

not surpasses the latter

To

in their

soft witli

establish this fact he niiroduced a

similar in dniicnsions, into a furnace

;

malleable

action on the

mag-

mass of each,

and when they arrived

at that

temperature usually designated a blood-red heat, the maxieffect was produced in a very few minutes ; and it was ob-

state of

mum

served that cast iron and steel, which at

common

were decidedly

when

was

inferior to mallenbk^ iron,

elevated so as to render

them

soft,

tem|x;rature8

the temperature

acted on the magnetic

needle with similar energy to that of malleable iron.
that iron

and

steel lose all

but when again cooled

And

further,

magnetic power when at a white heat;

down

to the blood-red heatf their energies

on the needle are again restored.

The

polarity

h

reversed while

the temperature is reduced from the white heat to the b)ood*red
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has arrived at the

it

the ^ainc as

when under cxpcrimcut were

latter,

The

before.
all

baiii

the phaDnoitienon pre-

by Mr. Barlo\v>

u;&eci

m angle

posited iu

tu the borizoq

coinciding wiLii Uiat of the dip.

A

mass of iron when revolving

netic intensity than

when

it is

l

apuUy possesses greater magThis fact

la a state of rest.

bibited by Uie action of the revolving

is

ex*

mass on a magnetic needle

which it deflects several degrees from its natural position. Mr*
Barlow had a tliirteen-inch mortar-shell fixed to the mandril of
pne of the powerful turning- lathes, worked by the steam-engine at
When the shell revolved at the
the Royal Arsenal at Woolwich.
rate of 640 per minute, the needle was deflected several degrees
it remained stationary while the ball was in motion, but it rcturaed
tOSBMduUBkj to

on

its

HivflrtiDg tlie

the

original bearings as soon as the

same quantity the contrary way ; but,

to its original bearings

when

shell

as before, it returned

the fevoUition of (be ball ceased,

it ia remarkabie that die efiects prodiioed

a revcdving hollow

on a magnetic needle by

are inferior to those by a solid spherical

maflBi ainpa it baa been verified
tboir

motion ceased

motion of the baU^ the needle was deflected about

|>y

^

expqimetit^ tfaa> when ropomig

magpetiG iatenaities are eqaal*

attaMioD to the aagpietic a^don
hisexperiineiits* And
he emploiyed fJalea
be saya» *'mfh nspect ta the diracdoo in which the deriatkm due
to fotatioo took place« it appears diat the lolaitioa of die pbte
aKweyacavaed the norUi end of the needle to move in the same <&•
recdon as the edge oC the plale neavest the aoutli pole and th^
magnetic sphere ; so that the davtation of die north end of the
iieedle waa in the diiectoi in which the noitb edge moved, leleft-

Mr.

•

of

Cfaiiatid also devilled hat

im wheD rotated

b

:

ring the edges to the poles of the sphere.'*

Iron becones m^gpiede

bf posidoo when held in thephoe of
may be afibrded by

the dip ; and a funiUar example of this fact

buspending a magnetic needle horizcmtally.
a poker

for instance^

70® to the horizon, and lU
end of the needle, the
if

lu\N'cr eiui lie

latter is

the poker be lowered

its

If a

mass of

be suspendccj, and maintainfc)

i

(siill

m mediately
retaining

at

applied near
repelled

tlie

:

iron, say

an angle of'

t<>

tlie

north

on Uie coiiu ary,

same mclination), and

upper extremity be appioachcd towards the «amc pole of

needle^ instead ot being repelled, as in the hrst instance^

it

will

tlie

be
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The same phasnom^non

attracted.

is

b held io tho position described, with

piwwl^d -wbeo

its

the poker
upper extremity broogbt

Ifnow the lower
end of the polcer be gradually raisedy and the saoie endretaiaed
to the iiortb pole of the jpeedle which is attracted.

m

appraxiawtieQ with the north, pole of Iheoeedle^it will be ofaeervni

be made the upper,; 10be the couaequenoe. Heooe we

that whflD that end which, was the lower
stead of attrajCtioD^ repulsioa will

see llwt the lower end

is alwajr*

norih» that the poker aoquiius

merely by position* and that that polaiity

polaritar

induced by

is

tenestiial magnetic aiition.

By hammering a

bar of iron or

soft steel at the

ends or in the

middle^ magnetic development is oticited, destroyed, or inferted^

postto in wlucb

liQOOcdIng to the

SoQcesby has entsied largely into the

the twr is
field

hM*

Captain

of inmtigatioa on tins

subject ; andfirom the result of his experiments, he coocludes that the

magnetic prindple

may be more strongly developed in bars submitp

can be produced in similar bars treated
by any known principle of touching. As the plan the captain adopted
ted to this operation, than

is

both easy and ellicucious,

transcribe that part ut

liis

paper

publihhcd in the Phil. Trans. 1822,jelalHiL; to the mannei' he pursued.

**

induced
for this

The

me

strong magnetizingefi'ects of percussion on soft steel

apply this property to the formation of magncis

to

purpose

1

procured two baibut

and an inch broad,

soli steel, tluriy inches

also six pther flat bars of suit steel, eiglil inches

long and half an inch broad, and a large bar of sott iron.
large steel
sary, as

and iron bars were

common

:

lon^

not,

liowcver,

The

absolutely neces-

pokers answer the purpose very well

;

but I was

desirous to accelerate the process by the use of substances capable

of aid'wg the deretopment of the magnetical properties in steel;
the large iron bar was

first

hammered in a

than laid on the ground with
southy and
tibsy

upon this end of tt

wem hammered

On the anmmii of

;

i it

was

the large steel bars were rested while

hammered upon each olhei^
of* the smsB
was faammerad in succession; and in a

one of the

minutaa they had

vertical positicMi

aci|uirad smith pole towards the

they were also

bars* held also vertically*
finr

its

all

lai]gB

sted baiSi eadi

acquired coosiderabla

lifting

powera.

Two

of the snMlter bars, connected by two short pieces of soft
iron in the Ibnn of a paialldogram^ ware now rubbed witb the
^therfiwr bars, in the manner of Canton. These were then changed
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two

for

othci

s,

and

theiii vvlicucvci

Uii:-

way

tized to saturation

tlic

for

about a

magne-

may be

striking

above eight ounces,"
magnetism on a freely

lifting

neutralizing the effect of terrestrial

more

of Uiiies, ami changing

had been coniuiucd

each pair readily

i

essentially contributes to tlie rxlnbiiion

manner of

feeble clccti ic action

as well for us to describe the methfjd

this desirable object,

it is

dle to be freely suspended

a pivot,

magliet and place

it

in

upon

it,

so

it

of accomplishing

Supposing the neeit has nB«umed

simply as foUowH.

upon

and that

place of rest in the magnetic meridian;

its

After treating

the last two.

number

baib were at lengtli found to be

suspended magnetic needle
in a

for a

the iiiaiu]Tiriation5

minute, the wliole of

As

ajrain for

tliese

eacli pair ot bais in

we

if

such a position that

then take a bar

it is

in a line coin*

elding with the plane of tbe magnetic meridittOf and approaching

the south pole of the magnet -towards the south

pole of

tlie

and may be continued in any
ffaquired posiuon, by causing the magnet to recede from, or advance towards, the needle. But there is a certain poin^ which
can only be discovered by experiment, as it depends uponthe relative pomn of the magnet and of the needle, which completdy
neutnfiies the efiect of die tenestrial magnetiam, as ia seen by the
needle pfaidng itsdf in a plane at right ang^ to that of the mag^
deedle, the latter

is

repelled,

•

netic meridian.
'

The attractive property of the magnet was known

to

whom it was only an ol^ect

to the aaeieiita^

of wonder and cuiioeity ; but

pi»<-

kMOphers of Uter times have endeavoured to estabtiah a satiafatliiry
hypothesia to account for the phnnomenar; but Utde

gained by their leiearcheB tfaaa tbe^iliscovery of

more has boen

new (i^ts equally

uwxpUcable with, those pievioaely known.

We have shown that

the magnet possesses a direc^ve power, and

theiefiore

now proceed

to illustrate the action which one magnet exerts upon another | and

m^

to-^e a few examples as to the various methods by which
neUc properties may be commuoi<»ted to bodies which possess
Iron,
ihe power of acquiring, and permanently retaining them.

we

have obser\ rd, may be rendered magnetic by being bent,

scoured, hanimered, or twisted

:

we have

also

shown

quires the niagoetic property by position antl rotation

filed,

thiiL it
;

ac-

the macr_

netic intensity in the former cases being greatly increased by at-

tention to the situation

and inclinauon of the rod of iron wiien subr
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mitliBil totiiose

^hco

prodsseB, and ifaat the greatest cffectB are produoed

the lod makes

taking the dip at

an angle of 90^ ivith the magnetic equalor^
Pedeedy soft and malleable iron or ated

70<*.

receives its entire magnetic development almost instantaneously

but

it is

evanescent

the magnetism, the

;

for

power, and can never be
In forming

on removing the magnet which induced
no longer manifests magnetic

soft iron or steel

rtjiidercd

magnets,

artificial

permanently magnetic.

it is

best to

make

tlitiu

oi

steel.

wrought iron changed by cementation with carbon in
close vessels, by wliich it acquires the property of becoming hard
on being heated and suddt nly cooled by immersion in water.
Steel

is

Iron submitted to this process

made

is

called blister steel.

Blister steel

and
and
welded together and thus treated repeatedly, until an homogein this state it is called sheer steel, and
neous mass is produced
is the best for making arliticinl magnets.
Bars intended for magnets ought to be hai rlened all over, and then tempered to within an
inch of each extremity. Sheer steel bears and requires a high
is

cut into short pieces,

drawn

into bars,

which

into bundles,

welded

tcMTcther,

are again cut into pieces, bundled,

;

:

degree of beat to harden

it,

generally termed a cherry*red heat

other words, a high red heat
it

should instantly be

:

phuged

and when

it

;

in

has attained this heat>

into water, with the bar held in

inclined position according with the dip of the needle.

an

The bar

abould then be rubbed bright with a piece of gritstone, that the
cfleeti

of tempering it

may be

seen,

and then be held upon a baf

iran heated red hot, until the bine colour 'which aiiaes^ disap*

pean, excepting one inch at each end> which mnst be left ^itn
liaid« The most approved proportional dimeosiona of bars iat
artificial magnets are, that the length should exceed tiie breadiSt
ten or twelve timea^ and the tknckness be about one thud of the
braadtli.

The method

was to lay the bar to be magand to hmg tntocontact with it a
loadstone^ or the pole of an artifidal magnet, and pass it back«

netfattd in

originally practieed

« horiaontal

position,

waids and fbrwaidsy piessing moderately

;

this process

being re*

peated seversl times on both sides of the bar.

Another plan was to pass the pole of the magnet along the bar,
it, and to bring it again to the same end as in the first

to remove

iu&taucej repeating the opeiiitiun

im

ur twelve times on each

D
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buifact:,

when

it

gaiiU uou, but

was found
oiily in

was put

stroke conmicaced,

to possess

an

atlr active

power

as

WK

a laiut dcgiee; and that end on which the
in the

same

stale a| to polarity

with

the touching pole of the magnet employed.

A

more judicious mode

is

to

proceed as follows. Place the extre-

mities of the bar nitciuled to be niagnetr/od, on

two bar magnets bud lonL^UudmaUy, with

tlie

opposite poles of

tbc end intended to

be

south lying on the nurtli end of one mafrnct, while the end intended
for the north rests

on the

sonili

end of the other

:

then uniting the

CCHitrary poles of a pair of powerful bar magnets, preserving the

same

line with the

untouched bar, and applying them to the centre

of that bar« with the united north pole of the magnets towards the
northern end of the ttiagnet on which one end of the bar rests, and
theviiiled south pole of th^ other mi^net towards the soutliem
estmnity of the magnet on which the cxMitrary end of the bar
ieeta$ the dbtant extrefni^ of the joined magnets fiming an
acul^ angle with the bi^, and the united poles being Mpanled
pod iDQved from the cantl? Along the aurfiace of the ba^tbe sam^
inclination beipg pieaerved until lemoved from the bar; wbeo,

having ^gpin broi^t the poles of the

aaa^ls

distance from the bar,

must be comumed ten or

^

operatioiK

into contact at

ft

Oo teadngthe bar under
be Ibund.lD davdope conaidarafalB magnetic
propertws; and if composed of sldBl treated in the manner faeoov
inflo4ed» it will b%y^ become a permanent and datenmnate mag*
net tVe Move this to be tlie best mediod that caa b» adopted

twelve times on each sorfiice of the bar.

exparinentt

$ar
.

H will

commnnicating magnedsm to straight baia*

That part of the piecfxhng melfaod which

lelalei to the

r^stbg

the extremities of the bar under experiment upon the oontraij
pdes of magnet^, may be dispensed wit^ when^mly small bars or
needles are to be magnetized.

coo*
Another mode of inducing magnetism on straight bars
is by uniting two bar magnets with their oppo«*

tact or touching,
site

poles in contact, and placing

of a bar intended for a iiiagncl;

il'

them

now

veriically

on the centre

the lower or touching ends

be separated and made to pass with a gende pressure to and lio a
few times on their respective sides of the bar, while the upper ends
remain united, magnetic development will be eslabhshed m the
^ar.

Straight bars

may

also

be magnetized by means of a sunpic
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or Gompottiid honoilioe nuigpe^ which should be poMted on the
centre of the bar

others

when

and moved to and fro from one eztrenuly to thoi
which the north pole of the mi^gnet was

that end to

pointed wiil be southland the oontraiy tpd north.

For many experimentB it u desirable to have the asnstanee of
both poles of the magnet at the same time, and that they should
not be far removed from each other; for which purpose the bar
otatetA, before being hardened and tempered,

is

bent into a horse-

shoe form, with the arms or branchei* a^ipioaciicd iiLar to each
other, and tiie extremities being made very smooth and even, fur
receiving a piece of soft iron usually designated a Ufter or feeder.

The

suitahiing

depends upon
other,

and the

power of magnetji of

tlic

this construction greatly

distance the poles are separated from each

jperfecticin

of the contact between the poles and

tlie lifter.

There are

methods which may be employed with ad-

several

vantage for impregnating

magnetic principle.

tlie

liorseshoe-formed steel bars witli the

Place two strong bar magnets longitudinally,

with their opposite poles united to the branches or arras of the
horseshoe-formed

steel bar,

and connect

bar magnets by means of a piece of

when

tlie

soft iron,

distant poles of the

or another magnet

the upper suriiKe of the borsesboe-shaped bar

is

passed

over by a horseslioe magnet» care being taken that that pole of
the uniting bar magnet be opposed by a contrary pole of the ex*
citing horseshoe magnet, at the

same ume a contact of
and

of the bar and liorseshoe magnet being prevented
ratioo being continued

;

the poles
this

-

ope>

many tinie%thebor8esho»£)rmed bar acted

upon becomes a durable magnet*
If two bars bent into the horseshoe form» with the end of one
laailced for north opposed to the unmarked or intended south end
of the odipv he unitedi and a stroQg compound horseshoe m^piet
be moved over the airangement with a slight pressure, and the north
pole of the exdting or touching horsasboe magnet be in the same
direction with tfaedesigned soutii pole of one of the arms of the pro*
posed magnets* and the movement be continued ciicukdy about a
dcnn tiDies^*-« piece of soft iron being placed aa alifter on the
extiemite of each of the honesboe bars ; upon disumting the ar«
rangement, the bent bars submitted to this process vnU have had
considerable magnetic power imparted to thpm: should theappli-

D
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cation of the

be neglected before the separation, the honelost a great deal of their power.

lifters

thoe bars will be found to have

A ittperior method to anyyetdesaribed, is aflbfded by laying the
honesboe-fornied steel bar borizontally ; place at

a piece of soft ixoa,

ita

extremitlea

a potverfbl compound horseshoe magnet
faeder or lifter on lo one branch or aim of the bar,

gently off its

slide

its marked end in the same direction with the unmarked arm
of the intended magnet; then move the compound magnet from
the extremity of one ana to the extremity of the other arm about

with

twelve timesy concluding at the bent part of the,bar; -turn the

magnet one quarter round, and bring its marked pole over the un*
marked pole of the horseshoe bar towards the piece of soft iron
winch unites its extreqjities, pass it over that, to its own lifter or
feeder placed ready to receive it.
Great care must be taken in
removing the exciting magnet, that the piece of
to the ends of the arms of the horseshoe bar

the magnet as

it

them

own

attached

not removed by
t

be not

at this point of tiie expenmeiit, iittle

power

passes on to

preserv ed between

soft iron

is

iis

feeder

;

for

it

eontat

have been gained by the bar.

will

In

all

cases where magneLisni has been comnuinic

rited

by con-

magnet be passed over but once
in a contrary direction to that in which it moved in exciting magnetism, the whole etiect will be destroyed, and the bars -will upon

tact or touching,

trial

if

the exciting

be found in nearly the state they were before being subjected

to the process.

The compound

horseshoe magnet

is

constructed by combining

several of the bent magnets before described, so as to form one in-

marked ends on the same side: they are usually
and considerable acoea*
sioo of power is said to be obtained, by interposing between each
bar a thin plate of lead or zinc. The augmentation of power oIh

strument, with

bound

all

the

together by three screws or rivets;

tained by the combination of several bent magnets depends greatly

OO

^e

lengUis of die magnets, also on the

petes are

made

to rang^ with each other.

manner

compound horseshoe puppet wiU support by
is

the usual test for estimating

paid to finishing the ends of

lihe

its

in

which the

The weight which

straagA.

its lifter

the

or feeder^

Regard should be

branches or peles :

iMt snrlacet

should be ground perfectly smooth and even with fine emery and
oil^ ii should also that

of the

lifler

or feeder; as the sustatmng

i
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power is

greatly assisted

by the

perfectioii of the surfaces in cqq«

tact
In this brief description of a science of such p:ir;iinount im-

•

portauce as magnetism necessarily becomes to a maiitime peo-

has been made to give the reader not previously ac-

ple, aneflfort

quainted

Avilh the science,

to enable

him

the

follo\\

to

a suflkieiU knowledge of

its

principles

understand the peculiar phsenomena treated of in

ing section on Elcctro-magnetism

;

and by the terms

there employed, the observations here made, as well as those on the

may

science of electricity,, he
class of experiments

obtain a distinctidca of that singular

which present such

interesting matter for the

consideration of the philoM^hical inquirer.

We shall conchide our remarks on magnetism,
a few among

the

many

by enumerating

hypotheses founded on the phssnomena of

thesdence; contenting ourselves, however, with simply laying
ihem before the reader, and leaving the question of pre-emioeoce
exclusively to his judgement.

The

on

facts of this

science were

philosophical principles by

fore has

first

attempted to be ezpluned.

M. ^pious

that a^prmciple resides in

analogous in

its efllcts

all

;

and

M.

the prior claim to attention.

his theoiy there-

JEpinus supposes

bodies susceptible of magnetism,

to afluid^ the particles of which lepel eadi

other >^tb a force decreaiung as the distance increases ; and that
tiiese principles

have an attractive quaUty

for, and are attracted

by,

paitides of ferruginous matter, with a force that varies in acooniU

ance with the same law; and that particles of iron act upon

each other with a repulsive force in obedience also to the same
law. He supposes that what be calls the magnetic fluid, passes
freely through the pores of inn and soft steel ; but that its progiess
becomes obstructed in proportioo lo the hardness of die metaL

Mr. Barlow concludes
states, the particles

that

two magnetic fluids exist

similar fluid repelling, and the dissimilar

other

;

in opposite

of which are united in difierent quantities, the
fluid aUiactiug

each

both remaining latent in a metaUic body until called into

If a magnetized body, or one in
action by some escitiiig cause.
which the equilibmuD of the two fluids has been disturbed, be approached to a mass of soft iron in which the fluids are in an undis-

turbed or latent state, the conrentrativc action of the fluids of contrary, power in the

magnetized body acting on the fluids of an op-
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pobiU)

LiU(.l

Uie latent body, will cause that body to exhibit

in

magnetic properties, continuing as long only

main

in contact

;

of iron be inor dependent on
of the

two

fluids

as the

two bodies remass

the quantity of magnetism develoj>t;d by the

It

its

condition

in relation to

possesses, thereby regulating

development of magnetic action;

on

tlie

its

the quantity

capacity for the

texture of the metal,

the cohesive nature of which controuls the depth

whence the

exciung magnet separates the two fluids. In the instance of
hollow spheres of iron in a temporary magnetic state, by the
action of terrestrial magnetism,

Mr. Barlow conceives

the

^^ct

to be produced by every particle of the sphere being acted upon
in parallel linea, coinciding with tbe difection of the dip

the exciting cause acts with equal farce,
tant from each particle of the sphere,
in those
*

•

its

;

and tbat

centre being equidis-

caoung equal disturbance

parddes.

M. HansliNn, {nroiesBor cf astnoomy at Christiana, from the tb-

sult

of numerous experiments on

terrestrial

magbetism, is led to

conclude '^that the earth has four magnetic poles, wfaich bekmg to

two magnetic axes, forming angles of from 88^ lo 30^ with tbe axis
The arctic pole of one of the axes be places very near

of the earth.

Hudson's Bay, and

New

its

southern pole in tbe Indian Ocean, below

The arctic pole of the other is to the nprtb of
Siberia, near Nova Zembla, and its south pole in the great South
Sea, a little to tbe east of Tena del Fuego. These magnetic axes
Hottand.

are supposed to change

tiieir

poratioo every year, and tfnis to cause

the variation observed in our instruments.

The

existence of four magnetic poles

llalley,

who

considered the earth to be a

a solid spherical mass, both having a

was entertained by Dr.
boUow sphere, containing

common

centre and axis of

diurnal rotation, consequently both performing nearly equal revokitions;

and further, that the

aUo

solid

mass possessed two magnetic

and that the change of the
compass needle was effected by tlie rotations of the hollow spl]( re and solid mass being unequal.
M- Ampere supposes ihat the line which unites the opposite
poles of the magnet is ^.Lirroi inded with electrical currents, plac«i
poles, as did

the liollow sphere,

variation observed in the

in planes perpendicular to the axis

;

so that tliese currents, and not

the longitudmal magnetic distribution, are the cause of magnetism.

M.

Foisson, in memoirs read before the Academy ofSaences at

i
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Fm»

FttbnNuy

nd Becember

ise4, wliidi

m

tninUted and-

piibljflM io the Quarterly Journal of Science and the Art8»

Mos^

XXXIII.

and XXXIX., has proposed a theory on magnetism,
well worthy the attentive pe rusal of all ihose who are interested on

this particular subject

;

and

we

regret our confined space will not

admit uf our entering upon the views of this eminent philosopher.

ELECTRO-MAGNETISM, OR ELECTRODYNAMICS.
About

dose oC the In^ and beginning of the present ceil*
were made t9 esliblish an identity or intimate rallbtioo between electric and magpietio fluids ; and M. Ritter asserted
that
a needle cooipQied of silver and zinc arranged itself in the
magoetic meridian, was s%btiy attracted and repelled by (be poles
of a magnet} and that a metallic wire, after being expofled in
the voltaic circuity look a dineclioD N.£» and S.E." These experiments attracted but little atleatioii at the.tiae» probably from
the vague and loose mamier in ^bich M. Bitter expreased lua
ideas ; but he certainly appears to have had some obscure notioa
that an electric stream confened magnetic properties on a wire
while passing through it, and also that magnetism might be induced on metals not composed of ferruginons matter by the actioothe

tury, attenpls

of voltaic dectricily.

No satisfactory results were obtained unlU M. Oersted, professor
of natural philosophy, and secretaiy to the Royal Society of Co*
penbagen^ in the autumn of 1819 niade a discovery, which

when

pubUsbed attracted the attention of philosophers in all coui[itries.
He founds that when a magnetic needle was brought towards a
wire through which a current of electricity was flowing, the latter
had the power of attracting and repelling
ami

ol>edience to a

that novel

ot

M

m

,

Oersted

^

dcfiiiLcl

hiw.

it

These

in a constant
facts

manner,

formed the basis

branch of phjsics termed Klectro-niagnetism by

as be

imagmed

that

il

was

essential to the

development
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of the facts of the science, that a magoetiG Medic should

of the eteoMiits.

The French

magnetic needle might be dispensed with» and

They found

hy a second conductor.

ba out

philosophers remarked^ that the

that

it»

plaee occupied

two conductora

ioflu-

eooed each others and exhibited similar magnetkal attractions and

and a mag^ede needle : and

repulsions^ as (fid one oooduclor

they therefore preferred the tenn
ther appellation is applicabte in

As

Electto-dynamics.

all

cases^

we deem

it

net-

right to

retun the name given to the science by its discoverer; it is the
one more generally used, and is also that whjch b adopted in our

own

country.

Oersted observed^ that

pended and

at rest in

its

if

a magnelic needle ficely sus-

natural })o?ition

were opposed

to

portion of a connecting wire placed horizontally above

a straight
it

and in

the same direction, while electricity passed along ihe wuc, that
part of the needle nearest the ininus extremity of the combination
deflected towards the west,

under the needle, similar

was

in the

if the connecting wire

were produced

efTects

opposite direction

;

were carried

but the deflection

the pole of the niagnctic needle

;

near the minus part of the battery then dechnnig to the eastward.
If the straight portion of the connecting wire be ranged in the

same

when brought near
plane, but has a tendency

horizontal pkuae with the needle

the needle has no motion in that

sume a

to

•

it^

to as-

a vertical circle ; but it is prevented from so
doing by the manner in which it is suspended, aiid tenrestrial magWhen we place the connecttng wire on that side
netic action.
of the needle which is towards the east, the pole of the needle in
position in

the same direction vrith the minus end of the battery attempts to

ascend ; but

if the

connecting vnre be placed

on the oppoMta side

of the needle towards the wes^ die pole of the needle,
fore attempted to ascend,
If,

when

oonnecdng

the magnetic needle

is

is

mn be placed at right

electric stream

wliich

makes an

eflbrt to

i^ch

be-

descend*

at rest in its natural

pondon, a

bdam it, whoa the plus
flows from that extremilj of the connecting wire
angles

towards the east, the needle remams in a quiescent stale;

but when the plus

electric stream flows

mity of the wire^ the needle

is

from the westem extr&*

acted upon and performs half a

volution, presenting its south pole to the north pole of the earth.

If the connecting wire

be now ranged above the needle^ and the
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regards position be preserved, the plus cttnrent

phsnomena me

firnu cast to west, electro-magnedc

by the

tiled

way
if

41.

round, and

pomb

its

the plus cui lent iiows

south pule

irum

to ilie

agaia ezhi-

which tuni» half

deflection of the magnetic needle,

northern quarter; but

wet>t tu ea^t* it leaver the

magnetic

needle unmoved.

When

the connecting wire and needle are at nglit angles,

passing the wire
iravpi sed
js

over

by the w

eitlier

on

'

the needle towards either pole, the end

alonj}^

ire will

be strongly attracted by

pole of the needle, and that pole

is

If the wire

it.

by

attracted

it,

on

the contrary pole being brought round and approached to the wire,
it

"will

be repelled:

the

same

eiiect

is

the wire repelling the ooatrary pole
in the first instance

produced on both

to that

which

it

poles,

attracts

the same point of the wire attracting and

;

repelling botli poles of the needle aocording to circumstaocea.

The

afttiacki?e

power of the wire

seems strongest when the wire
needles littb or

is

fi>r

the pole of the needle

just over the extremity of the

is perceivable when it is opposed di-»
but when passed just under the extremity

no aodon

rectly to the eatremity

;

is the consequence, and its intensity ia
same ntio as the attraction. The magnelk needle ia
efleeted bj a vohaie eombinatkm in the same manner as by the

of the needle^ rapiUsioD
in the

muting wires.

The iriie emplogfed for unidng the' eztrenutifla of the voltaic
combbatton may be composed of any metal, and theeflects imU bo
neaity the same ; hot the electric cunent appears only lo act Ibr-

dUy on magnetic bodies;

for it is found that

when needles com-

poaed of all the metals, (even iron in an unmagoedaed

state,) glass,

and gum-lac, and placed within the inlluenee of the hydn>>eleetrie
current^ that no etectRMnagncti c
it 18 inferred,

phenomena are ezbilHted. Hence
can be

that the remarkable effects before described

produced on magnetic needles only, the amount of the acting force
Uiipg proportionate to

tiie size

and

activity of the battery

Scarcely any diminution of effect
glass or any other

is

perceptible

employed.

when

plates of

*

non-conducting medium are interp<^ed between

the uniting wire and the magnetic needle.

To

retain

electnlicd
to

an accurate notion of the relative position of the

wuc

remember,

with the detiected magnetic needle,
that,

we have

on looking along a wire from

only

that end in
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which the minus electricity enters, the pole of the ntfedlo pointing
to the nortti, when the current passes above the needle, it wiil be
and that when the

deflected to the east;

along the wire placed

below the n^dle,

Uie pole, which in the tormer case
will

assume a westerly direction

part of

if

;

was

current passes

electric:

in

a

detlected to the

we suppose

our body

conducting wire with the front side facing

tlie

and the minus

electricity

flection will in

manner

biiiiiiar

flowing upwards from the

The

aU cases be to tbe right haml«

east,

to

tlie

torm

needle,

the de»

feet,

electro-djfiMiP*

mic force of a conducting wire is oomtant for all points of tb#wira*
Many of theg^test discovermio pbilosopby have
the rcN
suit of fortuitous circumstances

for Professor Oersted, to

Miticipeted

its

vdoped; end

;

bm
— not to tbat of electro-magnetkunt

wbon

tbe eeienee

ymn

dweowty soveral
in

itself

owes

ito birlh^

before the facts were de«

1806 or 1807> when pursuing

his inquiries into

tbe mfture of cbeimcely electrical, and magnetic forces^ be errived
et the oooddsiony that the propagatioo of electrics^

own

words) onasistBd in e

coiitiiiuel

(we use

his

destmotieo and renewal of

equibbrium, and thus posaeesed great activity, wbich coidd oidjr
be expbhied b^ coanderiog it as eo emfbnn cuirait He tbeo
comkksed tbe traasBsiasion of deetrid^ es an electric conitct}
and his leseaicbes into, tbe nature of beat* produced by electrical
diacbaiges, led bioi to the iDfereuce that the two oppoaiteelectriciil
forces wbkh- pervade a body heated bj their efieetSy are so, blended
as to escape obssnratiaDi without, however, beving acquired per*
feet equilibiittfli

;

so that

it

was probeble they might stiU eibibil
a farm differing entirely frooi tbat

great activity, aitlioii^h under

which may be properly tanned dectrical| and as l^lu and Aeol
were both j^ven out by an dectrical discharge, it occurred to him
that so also might magneiism; and that in voltaic electricity, the
force was more latent than in ordinary electricity ; and still more
so in magnetism than in voltaic electricity. This caused him to
put this questiou, Dues electricity m iU> ialt^ut state ail<:icl Uiu magnetic needle
It has

P

been shown that a most

sequent! v g;iven
tions

made

collect that

by the rrufessor

in the first

satisfactory

himself.

rniswci

\\

Ami from

paper he published on the subject,

as sub-

observa-

we may

he supposed the electric conflict (as he termed

sisted the magnetic iEiuid only

^

and

that all

it)

re-

bodk^ not possessed
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of magnetic propertias albwed tlw deotridty to penetrate them,
and that no contending efleets were peroetrad; that the magyielio

a dicle round the connecting
from the
Id the eecoBcl
electrified wire varied with the size of the battery.
publication of Professor Oersted, he more distiDctly states his views
of the rule by which all electro-magnetic effects are governed. 1%

a tendency

needle had
wire,

*

ib

to describe

and the quantity of

"When

this:

declination given to the needle

stances which offer resistance, they arc bubjected to a
action

and

;

•

opposite electrical powers meet under circum-

in this state they act

upon

tlie

new

magnetic needle

fuiiii

in

of

such

a manner, that positive electricity repels the south, and attracts
the north pole of the magnetic needle; and negative elertritity
repels ihe north, and attracts the south pole; but the dnectiuii fol-

lowed by the

electrical

powers

a spiral one, turning firom the

in this state is
left

not a right

line,

but

In another

haTid to the right."

;

part he says, that the magnetic cliects do not seem to depoul

upon

the intensity of the electric fluid, but solely on

and also that he had constructed a
tliat \xAfig

On

suspended

it

moved on

voltaic

quantity /

combination so

,

hgbV

the approach of a magnet.

repeating the experiments of

Pn^aor

found that the tenestrial magnetism
the electrified wire.

its

?

is

Oersted,

it

may be overcome by

Tliis difficult

will

be

complicated with that oC

-

placin^p

a magnet bo disposed^ as nearly to
by employiag an
astatic needle : by these meana mpc am enabled to ovetcome the
directive foro^ and consequently produce greater effects cm the
needle. It will be observed in all cases when an electrified wira
b presented horizontally above, bebw,oratthendesofamagnetie
needle that has fireedom of motion, that the latter has a taoden^.
In the Ticinily of the needle

counteract the terrestrial magnetic influenoe^ or

to range itself at right angles to the current of cteetricity trans-

by the wire; and that when a magpet is appro^faed to

mitted

electrified

wire free to move,

it

att

has an incfinatioo to place Itsdf

at right angles to the magnet.

Although the electrified wire exerts auch a decided influence on
the magnetic needle, as

ments

;

yet

is

demonstrated by the preceding experi-.

when a powerful magnet

is

applied to a conducting

wire connected with a multiplier or galvanascope,
or decreased effects are perceivable

;

tliat

no increased

from which circumstance we'

should infer that the magnet, wiicn presented to the conducting
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wire, hat

oo

dispoBftioo to acoderate or retard the {Nuuage of tht

electric current along that wire.

Sir H. Davy and M. Anga, about thfl same time, ahowed that
m coonectiog wire ponessed magmtic propertifla wMie the electric

current flowed through it; for oo preaeotiog to

a wire

(of any

land of metal)^ placed in the voltmc circuit, aooie iron fiUngBy thej

were immediatdy

attracted,

but oo breaking
poving Use ma^
to the electric atrearo which passed

end adhered to

the comiDunicalioa, they instantlj dropped
tietic eflfect

to

be due

solely

it;

cff,

along the wire.

Both these philoeophers found that the

electric current

induced

permanent magnetiBm on sted bars placed within its influence
(hat contact of the steel bars was not necessary, and that the rnazl-

num elifect was produced
'

instantaneously by the mere juxtaposi-

tioo of the needle in a transverse direction to the straight connect-

ing wire, even when plates of glass were interposed. Sir H.

^ arranged a number of steel needles as

Bavy

polygons in different circles

round the same piece of pasteboard, the needles being made mag*
aad it was found iliat la all of them, whatever

netic by electricity

was

—

;

the direction of the pasteboard, wheiher hoiizontal or

of the wire with respect to
prevailed."

may

be

f

.

as chords

;

ami w

liat<

ver

—

Hence be imagined,

rmed

perj^-

was the direction
the same law
the niaguclic inei iclian,

dicular, or inchned to the horizon

that as

can be drawn

many

polar arrangements

in circles

surrounding the

wire; and the phasnomena so far agreed with an idea suggested by

Dr. Wollaston,

who supposed

that a kind of revolLiiion of

netism existed round the axis of the wire, and that

its

mag-

direction

depended upon the positioa of the plus and minus extremities of
the electrical apparatus.
Sir U« Davy, having observed that the intensity of the magnetMm,
induced by the influence of an dectric current on steel needles

waa

proportional 'to the quantity of the electricity transmitted

through the wires^—conceived that similar

effects might be pro*
duced by placing small needles transversely to a wire in commu*

mcation with a Leyden battery t and upon discharpng the battery
through the wire, the needles ]^aoed transversely were found to

have received permanent magnetism

;

the same law prevailing in

ordinary electricity as in the electricity dicited by the voltaic combinatiou.

The needle hehw the

wire« the plus conductor being to
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Hie itgbl band, that and tiiwaids the otwrator eoquved north pola: when the needle was placed above the urire^ and the same

xity

Gcodithms preaenxidaa to the lehittre pontioa of the wire and the
operator, that

end towards the

developed south polaii^*

latter

Imperfectly conducting liquids do not g^te poUiritj to steel
electricity is

passed through them;

through air produces that
presented to an arc, or

eflbct.

but

when

electricity transmitted

When a

powerful magnet ia

cohum oletoctiical light. Bowing from one

connecting wire to another of a verf eatensive aeiies of voltaic

a state of high activity, the arc or column is attracted
or repelled with a rotatory motioo, oris made to revolve by placing
batteries in

,

the pole in different positions.

The

direction of magnetic polarity acquired by small needles

expgsed to the influence of an

electric current transmitted along

straight wire, differs with the distance of the wire.

polarity induced

a

The magnetic

on a small needle by the electrified wire at a parremoved when the needle is withdrawn to

ticular distance, is

another particular distance, again restored when the needle

moved a

little

needle

is

m?ide to recede to another certain

netism

is

further,

but the polarity

again destroyed

;

is

re-

is

when the
distance, the mag-

reversed

:

and the poles of the needle arc

in

a similar direction as when the magnetic property was lirst niduced upon it ; the distance at which the zero and the maximum
of magnetism take place, vary with the length and diameter of the
wire, and with the intensity of the electricity.

To
thod

induce permanent magnetism on
to coil a copper wire

is

steel needles, the best

ends of the wire with the zinc and copper plates of the voltaic
tery

be

if

:

now a small lewing needle, previouily ascertained

inagnetieal,

be inserted

diately

be magnethsed.

vertical

When

the tube

is

imme-

supported in ^tfaer

a

or horizontal position, and a very powerful' battery em-

ployed^ the needle will he suspended in the hdix as
suspenifing
vity.

ba^

not to

into the glass tube, on the transmissioD

electric stream along the helical coil» the needle will

of the

me«

round a ^ass tube, and connect the

power of the

eleetiic current

an

azia» thei

overcoming that of gra«

When it ia intended merely to magnedze a needle, it should

not be allowed to remain in the belis,,bot removed immediately,
as the maximum eflSbcts are produced instantaneously ; if tbe needle be
it will

but a few minutes, the polarity orig|inally acquired by
be changed, if not entirely destroyed.

left
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The'nedk

fo.

1m magnetiKed,

if

ilbe not

my bard^ nM

nol

hmm ill vHwle kngth tnMftad inlo the glass tube; for if Inld id
the bad 80 tfafti odIj half ia wtdufi the helix, it will acqaim the
magnetic virtue equally with one that has been wholly acted upon,
for the portion of the needle

Cooinnunicrites

needle very higlily tempered
its

which has received the magnetism

the olhci portion .

to

it

When

a small

j)

art of

a

introduced into the ghiss tube, and

is

acquired magnetism tested by a suspended needle, the virtue

will

be found extended to aboiU double the length of the part

that

was mclosed

Some

in the gla.ss

tube.

very singular appoar-ances arc presented

ducing part of tlic

t:«uinecLiiiL5

wire, formed

the rings not continued to the centre,

and the

spiral

is

laid liat

upon the

pile,

mto

amung

when on huro-

a tlat bpiral,

with

^onu: iron filings

;

the attracted particles of

the iron arrange tliemselves in hnes moving through the ring paraU

kk

to the aztap

and then dose up

as radii round the edge.

Xbe

pnrtkdes of iron in the centre of the helix erect themselves in a

perpendionkr filament, and represent the a^cis of the helix, winle
the interposed particles form filaments inclining from the eeoin in
proportion to their distance from

it.

We are indebted to M* Ampere for the disooveiy of the action
wfatch

two electrified connecting

eiert ca each oilier*

ware paraiUy with

wires, forming a

dosed

circuity

He remained, that when two connecting irires
tibeir

currento flowing in the

same

dtrection

tbnw^ tbem^ tbey warn attrectad torardseach otbcrj and wbn>
the cm wats passed in opposite directions tfaiougfa the wires/ tbey
ifcre mutually repelled; the repulsion between the

two cmranta

being equal to the attraction exerted by the same currents.

The opposite aides of a connecting wire, when the diciut ia
doaedy are In difluraot polar states, the one ude attracting the
north pdn of the magnetic needle, and repelling the aouth; the
eontnoy oda attracting the aoiitfi pole, and repelling the north.
if we oonoeive, as Dr. WoUaston has dene^ that this magnetism
is vertiginous, and due to the current moving round the axis of the
connecting wire ; and that two powers exist in the wire at its opposite sides, or that each pow cr continues ah round the wire, iri
the same direction,

exerted by the

pound

—

it

may be

inferred that the reciprocal action

two connecting wires fux not simple^ but com«

actions.
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Similar phienomena present tlitnibclves when we employ ooe
connecting wire and an artificial magnet, as when we use two
connecting wires ; but polarity resides on the opposite sides of the

'

fllednfifld wine,

white in the

ajrtificiai

magM

at

it is develo{ied

If one of the oonnestuig wint be fised, and the other has free
motion with the currents pasabg eloDg them io isfipomm diieetkiDs» that wire which it ftee» turns round and reDgea itaalf
in a poeitiooy ao that the- cuncoti flow in the same diraelioii,
Theie phBDonMna are ciifioua» a» tnaxldiig a diitifl»tiim between
the attraeiMiia and repidnons of a conplele cbcui^ and Ihaae of
the dicnit thet ia inoompleta. JKor ioatance^ in the caee of eleo*
Hioal attractiona and lepCdttont^ the fonaer happena wtai^dia*
nmihir deotncitiea are c^ppoaedy and tiw kttar when wmlar elec*
tridtiei aie oppoaed: but it appean in tfaeconpletad chrcnit the
order of tbtngt ate vevened ; for nmilar'eada attract, and diMinular
eoda
The eflect presented by the two oonneding wina may justly be

larmad inagnedcai

;

for

each other and touch,

when the two wives

aie attracied

tnvmia

lemain in oootnct ; whcveaa* 00 die
oontraty, when two substaocet dectrtfied by otduMiy ebetrictty
are

made

tliey

to approach each other^ after their union they repel each

other.

The
lar

theory

which

M. Ampere

formed

to

electrified wiic,

magnetic property of an

hitherto been accustomed to consider

;

account for the singu-

what we have

was,

as magnetic fluids orforces,

in a natural or artificial uiagnet, consist

merely of clectrrc currents,

always revolving about every particle of such a body in planes
perpendicular to

its

axis

that takes place between

;

so that

tlic

the attraction or repulsion

opposite poles of two maLnu

merely the attraction of these electric currents

way

;

and

the dnection, which a magnetic needle assumes

m

the

ts

is

same

when under

the influence of an electrified wire^ proceeds horn the attraction

between the wire and the

parallel currents in the

magnets when

these 'cmiespond in direction, or firom the lepuisioa. between tiiem

when the cunenta are in opposite directioDB ; a^nd in like manner,
the direction which a needle annmes from the temstrial action, is
not, as

had been

tifsular situations

hitherto supposed,

due to magnetic poles

in pari

in the eaith> but to the attraction of ekctiic eur«
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parallel la the

aqualor."

We canoot produce a cootiiiaed nUatorj motion in a conelaat
two coanacttng wires by the reciprocal
two or of more wiras» however we
lange tbenu
The gieitait eflectt that can be produced on framea composed of
tbacomeding mm^ is to place that Irame winch has freedom of
molkm found its axta in ao assigned position. If a magnet be so ar>
ranged that itcanmoae only fonnd its ads, and ifweoonoMve that
the magpirtic nrtue which it possesses is due to electric curmts,
noiotatofj motion ought to be given to it by the action of other
magnets, which is rsaUy the case. It follows therefore^ that if the
electro^ynamie iheoiy of M. Ampere were correct, a magnet
oouU not be made to ravoNe on its axis by the action of an deo^
direcdoii afuii eitfaer of

m^

action of the

trie

cmmt. Two dosed drcuits cannot produce that

nor

effect,

Supposing with M. Ampere, that the magnet
derives its properties from electrical currents, the action of a closed
circuit and a magnet would be analogous with that of two circuits
An apparent
or two magnets; and it is probable tliat it is so.

can two magnets.

anomaly seems

to exist in the instance of the

magnet rotating

magnet are both employed ; yet it must be renTecnbered that the magnet itself forms
aud in that case there may be rotation.
part of the circuit

on

its

axis,

when

the electric circuiL and

We

\

have noticed these
important as

facts particularly,

tendititr to establish tlie

Magnetism may be induced on

as they have been thought

clertro-dynamic theory.

steel needle;-

placed transversely

to a straight wire transmittmg the electric current

magnetic power

is

conferred on the needle

;

when

but an increased
tiie

connectmg

formed into a heliz^ and the needle placed within it, in
consequmce of the arrangement of the wire presenting such an
wire

is

extended surface to the

by an augmented

n^le» which is necessaiily acted upon
The superior power possessed by a
irim may be accounted fior (if we con«

force*

helbc over the stiai^t

csifo the dtnctioo of the magnetic

conducting wire,)

power to be perpendicular to the

m dus way ^ When the
:

oondocciog wire

is

panild to the axis of a hdiz, the power is perpendicdar to that
axis : if tim win form a oiide roond the axis, in a plane perpendieohur to ity the power is in the ^vectioa of the aas : butwhaoiaa
in the bdix,

it

passo

*
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betWBBQ parallefiMi and perpendicularity, the direction of the

power it of course incBoed accordingly. In this caso the power
may be coneidefed ai composed of two portioDS, one peipeadicuhur to the axi^y the other parallel to it."

Whea
*

ft

which aa

sImI needle

is

placed within a helical coil of wire, alcog

cumot

is pasnog, if glass or any noncondnct*
be interposed between the wire and the needle^ no
dimimtion of efct is observable.
The quantity of magnetie
virtne communicated to the needle is in proportion totbe^oMtify
of -the influencing electric current, and the ratio between the

electric

100- substance

•

leiigtb

and dimensioo of the wire fbmungthe helix.
of a steel needle aabmitlied to the aclioD of andeetric

The poles
'

current transmitted thiough a helix, (iepend upon the direction in
which the wire composing the helix b coiled. If the coil .panes
from the right hand downwards towards the left, above the axis*
tbet end of the needle near to the plus end of the battery becomes
the true north pole, and consequently points soutli i when the oflil
proceeds from the left hand downwards towards .the right above
the' axis, then that end of- the needle near to the phis end of the
baittery aoqiiires tme south polaiitf, and oeoesaarily points north.
The situation and number of magnetic poles induced on a steel
bar mi^ be altered, increased or decreased, at plea^ur^ by employing difoentiiy formed helices, singly or conjointly, and vaiying their

order of succession.
artificial magnet may be imitated by. foninng a wire into a
and returning the two ends of the wire through the beOx till
tfa^ approach the centre, whence they must pass to the ouU
side, one bent upwards and the other downwards : when an eleo«

The

hefix,

trie

current flows through this arrangement,

it

acquires

pc^ity

magnet, the one end attracting that pole of the
magnet wbich the other end of the helix repels, and vieevenL The
pobirity of the belix may be^ inverted- by dianging the direction of

nmilar to a

tiie electric
-

If a

real

current

h^x be formed round

a cylinder of soft iron,and an electric

Goirent passed along the bcSix, the cylinder becomes

power depending upon the

a temporary

and state of activi^ of
91ie cylinder may be made to rotate in
tiie exciting comlmiation;
the same manner as the artificial magnet, and the direction of rota«
magnet,

its

siae

;

tlon

mad by dian|piig the direction of the current.
E
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8<M Avneb plyfeMfihM* who cgnaidarod liiai the piiiwiiaq
temad mn^Detbai wm dua to electiic currents, were led to bopa
thftt

» oombioatioB

itHgbt

wirMy so ai to afict
otliar

tfaa

be unagtd amfomd ci mafpiete and
dacomppatMHa of watar^ and jwoduca

dactod^ caiuad magou|^ ta caiiaa dectridty* Varioia u^snipiia

dactncal cfltasi ai)g«i^ thai as

natisin^ lai^natisaB

iffP'wtoB waie ooottructed by

tfaa

philosophers uitafastad io thia

and at one time gnat hopes were entertaioed
that suQoass had crowned their labours $ but subsequently it waa
annottnoed that the appeazanoes were iaUacioaip and not such aa
would authorize the conclusion that any certain efieet bad bafo
particular ml^acl,

obteined*

We are

indebted to M. Ampere for an apparatus which dU
shows that a freely suspended electrified wire is influenced
Iqr temstrial magoedcactioiw and that it possesses a directive ferce
as well as a magnetic power* The wire was bent so at to Sana a
dnsolar frame nearly doied, on the communication beii^ made
stidctl^

with the battery ; so that tiie current was transmitted 9k>Qg the
whep which* b^ng freely and delicately suspendady was obserrcd to
amuige itself in a plane perpendicular to the magnetic mendiant

may be used

Several forms of wire

for showing the <Urective.pro-

^

perty of a freely tuspended electrified wire; but the

spiral

cf the wire^ presenting pcedaeli:
with] those of a drcular or rectai^tular form* is

aflbids the beat arrangement

analogous eflects

mora sedsiUe of the

lusgnrlim;^ and aseie readily

eartfa'a

ma-

naged.

A

clever little instrument, which very strikmgly illustrates the
pkeeoomeoa of the directive quality and magnetic property of aa
ekctiitjed wire, was invented by M. dela Rive of Geneva; it con*
sists

of a biaall voltaic combination, similai- to

A

Dr. WoUaston.
thread

is

coiled

a

•

iIr:

with Uio zinc and copper
aiiixcd to

be floated on water.

with silkea
to

lonn a

extremities of the wire are conoccled
plaleb, sustained in a light glass cylin-

a piece of cork, no that the whole

When

the electricity

tion of a dilute acid solution
is floating,

suggested by

few times, and Ued touetlier so as

riag or closed helix

drical vessel

tlint

piece of cuiiper wire covered

the ring will range

on the

itself in

is

plates^

may

excited by the ac-

and the apparatus

a plane perpendicular to the

oiagQetic meridian^ in consaquance of the ioflueoce of terree trial
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The niig is also very obedient
is heM horaontally, and pre^

on the coanectiiig wire.

to the magnet ; for when a bar magnet
SGoted to it in

Uiie ooincidiog with the ftiii

ft

of tbe ring, the

latter

found to possess the propiotict of a magnet, attracting and rd»
p^ing either pole of the migiMt. If that side of the ring be tois

wards the pote'of the magnet which mutually
tfa*

ling advaocei slowly until

it

attract

each otiwri

envelopes the pole of the magnet |'

its iBOtkm then qalckens, and it ptooeecU with increased velocity
t» the equator or centre of tbe magnet : on withdrawing the pole
fitUB the ling, and iwoitiiig the opiposite pole, the ring cecedei
ttotit it gets off the megnet, wbeo it tome ilMlf jound, presendDg

megnet | vuA imtaatlj epproadiiiig it, rushes
its eqiiatdr. Where It mnaiiia
before.
When a magoelia supported over the rii^
fltationaiy
and a pole eppmiehed to it, the ribg langM itself in a plane per*
pcndlealar to the uagnet» hat in a eontrary ^Krecdon to the former
to

its ofipcMite tide

tewafde umil

it

has igain arrived at

w

'

one*

The convene

etperiment

tube, about

round a

is eathibited

all inofa

by coiling a copper wire
and arranging it

in diatnefer^

beriaontally in- a veaiel

contuniog watsr^so that the oppte surfooe

of the

with the

fluid eoincidas

magnedzed needle be

floated^

flpdt

of the glass tube

and the

:

if a

small

electric current transmitted-

through diehelieal wire, the nesdie is strikingly aflteted, and pUees

one Extremity of tbe wire, pan^ to the axis of thethenadnmcing vrith considerable velocity it etiten tbe tnh^
noving through it to nea^y the^contrsiy end, again retune to
the end it first entered, and remaine at rest in the centre of tiie'
tube paraltel to the axis, supported and retained apparently by
the equal attmedons of the cnrrmts vrhich pervade the hefical'
Wire* SitnilBr eflbcts are produced at either end of the lidix, bli€>
by contrary poles ^ but if a diflerent formed hefiz be employed, then
the reversed poles mil irst enter tbe tube, which will be the case
itself opposite

tttbe{

also if we

change tbe direction of the current along the wire.
be placed in the glass tube with its poles in a direc-

If a needle

tiou opposite to that
to adjust itbclf

;

which they would be were

— thus when the electric cunciit

the needle allowed
is

passed along the

Wire, the nccdie will be ejected at that end oi die tube to
it

may be

nearest,

meat should be

—

it

is

which

necessary that this part of the experi-'

rapidly made, otherwise the magnetizing

power

£2
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^

If the
helix will reverse tbe iK>le8 of the needle.
posseued by
^aae tube be supported verticallyy partly in the water« tbe needle
will be flgtUited aa before described, diving and remaioiiig bekvvr

as long as the connection with the battery is retained.

by Mr.
was identical with an
which had been made by M.

These singular experiments were
Faraday, lo determine

if

artificiAliiiagnet,-«an assimilation

Ampepe : «nd
identity exists

;

they certainly tend to the conclusion that no such
for if a needle be presented to the^extiemity of a

hollow cylindrical magnety

but

is

originally performed

tbe electrified helix

it

has no tendency to enter

tlie

attracted by the nearest extremity of tbe edge.

If

tube,

a li^t

be coiled as a helix on a hoUow reed» and the ends returned
till they approach the centre, and passed to the
outside between the coils; and their eitmnities connected with

'wire

through tbe reed

the zinc and copper plates of
other parts of the apparatus

Bive'si—tbe current of

a

small toltaic oombinatioii,*—the

bang

similar to that of

electricity passes

M. de

Im

along the wire from one

estremily of the helix to the other, and retuins through tbe centre

When excited and floated, tbe h^x vnlL

lo the plates.

polar arrangement, and

its

assume a

extremities will inificate opposite

mag*

nedcal states, being attracted or rqidled by either poles of a mag-

net

•
.

The first example of rotatory motion produced by
nedsm was

peatiog the experiments of

-

electronnag^

the hajipy contrivance of Mr. Faraday, who^

M. Oersted,

when le-

observed that tha efleet

pcodueed on the magnetic-needle by tbe deeHified wire was con*
ttderably modified byits relative position. And he says, ** that if the
wire be made to approach perpendicularly towards one pole of the
needle, the pole will pass off on one side in that direction which
the attraction and ropulsion at the extreme pmnt of the pole would
^ve ; but if .the wire be contmuaUy made to approsich the cantro
of motion, by dither' the one or the other side of the needle,- the
tendency to move in tbe former direction dinunishes : it then betpmm null, and the* needle is quite indiffisrent to the wire ; and
ultijpsAely the motion is reversed, and the needle powerfully endeavours to pass the opposite way." And reasoning on these facts,
he drew the important inference, that the true pole of the magnet

was not

at its extremitj-,

wards the centre j

but in

tiiat this

its axis,

a

little

remote from

it,

to-

pole ha^ au mciiaaUua to route about
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the dectrified vi^re, aod ocmseqoenlly the electrified wire to rotate

.

about th« pole of the magnel; and that as there existed no red
attraction between the wire and dther pole of the magnet, that
the wire ought to rotate about the magnetic pole, and the magnetic pole about the wire.

It is not necessary that

.

'

'

we

should here describe the ingenious

apparatus which Mr. Faraday constructed to obtain the results
he anticipated. We sbaE'content ourselves by merely stating that
he succeeded ; and when the magnet was brought to the centre of ^

mcMion of a

suspended wire, and a current was' flowing

finely

through the wire,

it

immediately acquired rotatory motion, the

course of the rotation depending upon the course of the current
or in other words, the course of rotation
plus electricity flowing

up

or

down

was influenced hy the
The rotation was

the wire.

When

reveised also by reversing the pole of the magnet.

mngnetic pole was ranged
ihf.

oiit^ulL'

the

the wire, instead of inside as in

former instance, the wile had the same tendency to rotate

about

tlie

pole as a centre.

The revcilution
was produced by

of the magnetic pole about the electrified wire
fixing the wire

When

and giving

freecluiii

of motion to

was transrmtted through
the wire, the magnet commenced a rotatory movement about the
electrified wire ; the direction of rotation depending on the magthe magnet.

netic pole

opposed

an

electric current

to the wire,

cal current through the wire.

was

and

to the direction of the electri-

By these

exhibited by a force hitherto

apparatus rotatory motion

unknown

in mechanical philo-

sophy.

and tiie
same time and

Tlie revolution of the wire about the magnetic pole,

magnetic pole about the wire,

maybe shown

at the

by the same wire and map-net. If the apparatus be so arranged
that both wire and magnet have freedom of motion when tlie
;

electric current flows through the wire, it revolves

about the mag-

.

netic pole, and the magnetic pole about the wire.

To account for the rotation of the electrified wire about the
magnetic pole, and the magnetic pole about the wire, on the theory
of Dr. Wollaston, we mnst suppose that in a helix the vertiginous

,

magnetism of one species on one side of the wire is collected in ,
the axis, and the opposite kind diffused therefore that one side of
the wire has ccmskterable power, whilst the other is almost inert
;
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and

if

iball find the power of each of 1^
and that tha^ eoda a wimilefta wtlk
btve milar
The o|rp(Mtt» sides of a

we extmiae a infix,

iidct coooentrated at it9 end,

mm

the pdea of a magnet*

magnet ; and wliea the lattir if
Vrought near to the dectnfied wife, it amvaea a rotatory motion
bj the double ac«3oo of the wlie; first moving in the duracliaQ of
that tide wl^icb attracts it, and receding from that nde whibh
peU it, the attracfing and repelling powers being equal ; and fiom

properties with the poles of a

contrary side^ the magnetic pole revolves in a circle by die joinl
action of the attractive and repulsive forces of the wir^.

In the rotation of the

moves round
If

the wire.

sume

electrified wire,

we experiment

iKnre

cunent of
magneUsm, and ae»

not directed to the true pole of

if

jjart

in

wliich the magnetism

is

most

be apparent that a straight electrified wire, when
cm by the terresti ial magnetic pole, would lia\ e a tendency

active,
actcsd

with teiiesUial

that the line of the dip,

the taith, marks out that

to

each point of the

in a plane perpendicular to the electric

it

move

will

laterally at

i

woFiis, that the wire

ight angles to the dipping needle
is

iii

;

other

disposed to describe a circle about the

pole, a line coinciding with the needle extending to the pole repre-

penUrig

its

radius.

It follows that this circle

of immense magnitude, and therefore but

must necessarily be
of

little

it

within the

reach of experiment; yet that portion, although very minute,

enough

to exhibit the efTect;

for as the

is

is

equal in eveiy

must be of the same

part, so that part iiuder observation
.

motion

kind.

Bntertaining these \iew3, Mr. Faraday inferred, that an elec-

trified

dip,

wire would

move sideways,

by the action o^ the

inclination

in a ]\lane

terrestrial

as 70** 03', that plane

angle of 19° 57' with the horiaon

:

perpendicular to the

pole; and taking the angle of

would consc(iuonily form an
but he considered

iliat

the dif-

ference between that plane and the horizontal plane \N'ould not
terfere witli the results he anticipated,

motion by employing the

latter.

in-,

and that he should obtani

Motion he did obtain, by bending

the extremities of a piece of lif^ht w ire into right angles in the
same direction, and suspending it by a silken thread in eqinlibrinm,
the points of the bent ends di{)plng into mercury. On arranging tho,
connecting wires so that tlic current was transmitted through the
bent wire, it was immediately projected laterally on breaking Uie
:

conoectiQii with the hattery^

i(

i^e^iMned its or^i^nal

po«tig»$

Hm
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ikncAoa

in

which the wire was pn^eetod

uag the opder of direetkin

ww changed by refer*

of the cunciil.

As no aftifidel magnet was here employed, we may fairly conehide that the notion of the wire was caused by

leraestrial

mt^

Mmence, and that the wire had a disposition to describe a
cud* round the pole of the earth. This condudoiris streogtbeoed
hf noticiog the increased effects produced by supporting a bar
netic

iMgnet

in the fine «f the dip, with its south pole

under the vessel

mteiwirn^- tfaemercnry; for hn our latitude the terrestrial

mag-

ef a similar natmu witb Ifaat polo of the maguet usu^
atty dcsignatBd south.
Mr. Faraday nolkml' io his earpenoMUts of tfaerotatioo of an
oleolnfiad wire about
pole of the magnet, tint a verj limited
aetisflfr is

poitiofi waeparpoBdlettlar lotiie.wire;

and he suepocted that

if

bo dslieulsly suspnded an eloetri6ed wlre^ It would rotate about
ikb Hmi of tbo dip by tenrestrial magnetic action. The rotatoij
modon wao stiildagly eibiblted by ranc^ a very fight wire ddieats^ suspended by one of its ends, in such a manner as to bafo
600 motion in an angle 40^ with the horison ; the other or lower
and bavbg a pieea of eoib aflbeed to float it on meraurf; into
which tbe OJitwmlty of the wire ^pped. When the deotric currant
w«« passed abng the wire!» and the circuit complete, the wire assumed a nitatoiy niotiBo, tim ocmrse of the rotation aoeordingwitib
that which would havo been produced by the south pole of the
magnet When the light wira was in an angle coindcBng with
An dip, there was w» metioQ ; and when dio ang^ was increased
bajmod that of the dip^ the wire was propeilod in two ^fifletent di«
roetkns^ as it was placed to the nerdi or south.
Fsam these and othar ingenious eaperimcnts instituted by Mr.
FWaday, be condudasy ^ that In every part of dm terrostrial gbbe
'

an atoctwoimagnatig wifOi if left to the free action of tentsstrial
magpiotismy wUl move m a plane (for so the small part we can experiment on may be conidefed) perpendieular to the ifip of the
needle^ and In a direodon perpen^ular to the cununt of ekctri-

dty passing through it.**
Soasrdmediods have baan proposed Ibr edubldng the revolution
of an electrified wire about the pdes of a magnet; but the author
flatters himself, that that which he has contrived, affbrds a better
example than any that has yet been shown, and certainly has a
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coosUtoof hdical coils iotlead.of.tttr
these wtfes are suapendedco i3m pete
of a horNsboe>fi)niied magnet ; and when tlie deccric dmeoi k
passed abxig tbeoa, ibef levdve oa tbeir axia in coatraiy diraclMDe^
The direction of retatioo U reveoed when the directkiaof the
fBore pfteaauig efiect*.

It

•tn^glit wires fonnerly

itssid :

reat

is

levened*

M« Ampere, lean^og

the result of

and reasQDing thereon, was

made to

.

Mr. FeradayV eaperiDaent%
a magnet migbt fan.

led to iofer that

rotate on* its axis, within the electric current

whidi

It

and succeeded in producing the ^fact he nolict-'
pated.
The same philosopher constructed an apparatus to sbow,
a rotating electrified wire, independently of a separate voltaic batIn his apparatus the electricity is produced by the instmtery.
conducted

itself;

inent itself:

it

consists of a double cylinder of copper,

the interior surfaces of which

a

cylinder

of zinc

is

between

intioduced^

suspuiidcd by arched wires on a pivot attached to another arched
tlic whole machine is sustained on the pole of
a strong bar magnet, inserted through tlie interior copper cylin-,
der. When diluted acid is poured uito Uie copper cylindrical ceil,

wire, by which

move upon

the zinc cylinder, being free to

its

point of suspension,,

begins to revolve with a greater or less velocity, depending on the
strength of the acid and the

power of

the magnet.

If the appa-

ratus be constructed sufticjently light, and delicately suapended,
will revolve

A

by the agency of

terrestrial

pleasing addition has been

made to

it.

magnetism.
the ai)|)aratus of

M. Am-

pere by Mr. Marsh. In his arrangement, a componnd motioii takes
place, the zinc cylinder revolving in one direction, and the

at

Woolwich,

in his valuable

Essay on Magnetic Altractiom^ has

attempted to reduce the law of induced magnetism
tical principles,

copper

Mr. Barlow, of the Royal Military Academy,

vessel in another.

and upon sim^^r pr^iciples

to

matiiema-

to estabUdh the

of.

electro -magnetism.

After going through

all tlie

experiments of

of Sir

to consider that

seeming irregularity of the

tlie

M.

Oersted,

MM.

H. Davy and Mr. Faraday, he was led

Ampei e and Arago,

effect

produced by.

the action of an electrified wire on a magnetic needle, might be ac-

counted

for in this

w ay ; " that every

the conducting wire acts

on every

particle of the electric fluid in

particle of the magnetic fluid in.

f magnetized needle with a force varying inyefsely as/the squam

.
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qltte distance ; but Unit 4be aclioa of tiitt pwtidfls of the fluid io
the wivB is ii^tber to attract nor to repel ^Ihcr pole of a iia%^
oatio parddey but a tangential foice^ whUdi has a tendency to plMsa
the polee of either fluid at right angles to those of the other;

whereby a mtgnetic particle^ supposing it under the influence ol
the wire only, would always pJace itself at right angles to the line
let lall from it perpendicu^r to the wire^ and to the direetioii of
the wire

itself at

that pomt*'*.

This genfleoan in the course of his exponents dncoferad se«
vecaLnew fects, and constructed jranie pleasoig apparatus to iOus-r
trate them* One of these consisted of a li{^t hollow metallic
liadBTy having a steel point passing downwards into .an agate cap
fixed to the upper end of a magnet; the magnet was supported in
a vertical pontsoa by a foot. The lowerextremity of the cylindea
dipp^ into mercury contained in a hollow groove o£ a lai^ge
wppden -cupf' tonnid to fit the maguet. In this: apparatus Ahe toI*
taic batteiy and connecting wires were so arranged, that the eleo^
tiic currant was transmitted .through the c^linder^ and it immedi«»
If we conoetve^ as Mr* Bai^
ately assiimed a rotatory motion.
loir d&ly fliat the cylinder consists of an infinite number of bent
•

wires, this apparatus will eihibit the electrified wire rotating
itaasia.

.

The eflbet of
susp^ided was

.

a-hovseshoe magioet on an electrified wire fieety

first

pfndent.wire was

The lower end of a
touch the suiiaoe of mercury

shown by Mr. Marsh.

made

lightly to

contained in a troaghy and a hoiseshoe-formed magnet so placed

that the wire hung between its pdes ; and when a current of eleotridity was passed through the wue it was thrown ottly aud flie coiH

•

by iu own gravity into the cup of
tttmcary, was again projected, and again feU back into its plape.
When connecting wires werecbanged, or the poutioo of tl^ magnet

tact being brolEMv

reversed, the

same

opposite direction*

it

feU again

thing hai^ened, only the wire started out

The

cause of thu peculiar motion

is

in.

an

explained

by Mr. Barlow

in the following manner :
that the wire having
a tendency to pass round the north end of a magnet to tlie right
hand, and round the south end to the left hand, is urged by cq^unl

with the open space of the magnet, tlie
two forces preventing the rotatory uiOtiun about

furccs directly in a line

equality of
either,

tlic

but boib conspiring to give

tlie

it^cLilmeal

motion which

has been described."
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mind of Mr. Barlow, aa
in the instance of the vibrating wire, that as it only formed one radius
of circle, the employmeot of a succession of radii would produce
rtitalury motion.
On arranging an apparatus in the form of a
It immediately occurred to the gagacious

fi

so adjusted

star,

tiiat

one of

its

radii

tonched the mercury, the

raagnet and other parts bcincr in the same condition as in the pre-

ceduig experioient ; on the connection hcinrr

mnde with

the bat-

immediately acquired a rotatory motion ; wiien tlie
contact ^vas aUercd or the magnet reversed, the motion of the

tery, the star

star

was

also reversed

;

but

if

both were reTened^ the revoiution

conlinued the same.

Unless the electrical jiowcr employed in

this

experiment be suf-

throw out the one radius to such a distance as wiil bring
another on to the surface of the mercury, the efiect produced will

ficient to

bQ ealf equal

nmt

An

to that of the siegle pendent wire.

improve-

was prapoied by Mr. Sturgeon. It was to
cniplof ft cireultr metalho disc instead of the star^ by which meana
eoe part of the peri|te7 was a)«rays in contact with the mercury.
Professor Moil in repeating and extending the experiments of
M. Secbteki wbicb will be adverted to presently, obserfsd that an
itectric current was establislied in one metal by the fte6oB ef aeidfl
on its eirtremities* A slip of zinc was bent into a rectangular
frmne open ftt one end, and the extremities of the metftfe eoiled up
t» obviate this

o as to be in contact.

The ends were imefted

ivitb the coil to the south,

meridian with the needle inside the zinc.
tieo of dyutBMilpbaiie

add

into a small vessel

and the whole ranged in the 'megnecie

On

placing a small por-

in the vessdi, the needle limt devistod

Hie eesty but soon iAorwerda tomed to the west, and then gfmtolly letomed te the megnelie meriffian. While the needle was
jteife cted , a bar oi copper was mtrodnced into the fluid and made
to tench the ano$ the needle wis then conndenibly agltftted, and
similar experiment was tried with
tomed found several times.
copper t wi^en nitric add was added to the water, a deviation ef
tho aeadle to the west wns perceptible, bot no eAct was ob*
scrvable when sulphurie aeld ym employed, excepting when a bar
el line was made to tench that part of the copper immersed in the
tfr

A

fluid.

The daetricHy

here exdted

is

not vdtde, bat

it

produced by

the oKiditkw of the metal, or the dtstaribance of the equifibrittmc^

tomperatore in the metal, by the heat evolved by the miitore of
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the two

When

fluids.

a

rectantrle is

and immersed

their coilccl cxtremiues in contact,

phuric acid, the deflection of

llie

formed of tw6 metals, and

needle

is

ui

diluted sul-

the reverse of that pro-

duced by the application of the heat of a spuit-lamp.
When lead and bismuth, lead and tin, iron and bisuiuth, cobalt

and antimoiiy,

are

immersed

iin

concentrated nitric acid, they de-

velope electrotmagnetic phaenomena, which

indicated by the

is

galvanoscope or multiplier in communication with the metals.

To

obtnin these effects, the surfaces oi the metaU should be dear of

oxide

and

;

it

remarked that

is

little

or no

efiEbct is

produced by the
bismuth and

When

metals being immereed in dilute nitric acid.

more pow ertnlly
on the bisoaath than upon the lead and dilute acid on the conHence
trary, acts more strongly upon the lead than the bi-muth.
lead are used, the concentrated nitric ncid acts
;

it is

concluded, that lead acts as the plus metal in the dilute acid,

and the minus metal in the concentrated acid. When two bar*
of zinc are immersed lu a diluted solution of sulphuric acid, that
piece of metal winch first enters the fluid is plus to the other,

which may be

e^L^biited

hy the assUtance of the nmltipiier or gal-

vanoscope.

These cKperiments teod greatly

to support the theory of

Wollaston, respecting the primary source of

electricity

Dr,

bemg pro-

duced by the oxidation of the metfils for if contact was sufficient,
the same metal would be plus, whether immersed in a diluted Of
concentrated acid solution, which it aj^pears is not the fact.
have shown that a metallic wire, while an electric stream
;

We

passes along

it,

assumes the character of an

artiflcial

magnet.

Aoipere, from hia views of magnetism, was led to suspect that

n metalUc disc was put

into rapid

/

M.
if

motion whila pkMXid near lo ma

wouU ro^uMi la a manner similar
aama prooedoie^'^vaad atach bafiwiid

dnetnfied wire, that that wire
|9 a magnet subjQct«dta the

to

ba
if

veally the case.

a teiMa

lok^ioal coil

of

wptm

«m ba

freely

satpoDded in

f^prosimatloo wilb and above a cmular melaUic plak^ langad in
ap hoiiaQiital posiUon^ to that a rapid rotatory motion may bo

oomOAumcated to it ; while the electric stream flowi through tha
wire, and the metallic plate is in motion, the wire acquixea a aum*
bur fatalDiy movavnan^ wbich is continuous as long aa ifae plate

iMtei^

V tin connealKMi

aritb

Iba ixiiaa of tba batiaiy

te
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OR

memng

b preMnrad. Upoo
the rotatioo of liie
stretched
of the helieat eoil of wife is iMrsed also.
sheet of paper may be i otsrposod hetjMreen the plate aod wire, ha%
hafictl

coil

A

phite» that

the eflects wi!l be precisdy the same.

We have now, we believe, complete^ ihe deacripliOD of all the
have been developed in dectro-magoetic sdeoce,

leadiiig facts that

by

the aid of electricity excited in the voltaic comfainatioo

there

is

another class of experiments, equal

we have

importance those
elicited by the

:

but

not surpassing in

desciibcd, wherein the electricity is

disturbance of the equilibiiuni of temperature of

different metals,

and gives evidence of possessing characteis ana-

logous to that of the voltaic battery, by
needle,

if

upon the nerves of a

frog,

its

action on the magnetic

and power

ut

producing rota-

tory motion.

The honour of this discovery is due to Professor Seebeck, memAcademy of Berlin, who first obpervoi that an electric

ber of the

current might be established in metals wiUiout the aid of a liquid
or of oxidation.

when

All metallic bodies elicit electro-magnetic action

the equilibrium of temperature

is

disturbed

;

and the

effects

produced on the magnetic needle, placed within the influence of
the metallic body thus treated, is acted upon witli an energy proportional to the difference of temperature in that metallic body.

As

the essential, if not the sole condition, necessary to excite a

thermo-electric current
site states a«

is,

that the extremities siiould be in

regards tcraperatui

e,

oppo-

the minutest nietallic specimens

when

their surfaces

for exhibiting the tliermo-electric

action on the

are found to exhibit thermo-electric action,

are unequally heated.

The

apparatus

magnetic needle
dilFerent

is

very simple.

It

originally consisted

metals, soldered together at

their extremities,

of

two

formed

into frames either of a circular, or a quadrilateral, or a rectangular

was excited by the application of heat to
where the two metals were in contact.
The same effects are produced when the extremities of the two
metals are riveted, or bound together by a few turns of wire, as
figure,

and

electricity

either of those places

when

tfaej

are soldered; perfect contact being

ali

that

b

neces-

by

twist-

sary.

If a rod of antimony

be connected

at its extremities

li^ a piece of brass wire round each of them, so as to form a loopi
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each end of the bar having several

coiIb of the

61
wire

;

if

one of the

extremities be heated for a short time with a spirit-lamp,

magnetic phsnomeDa

be cxhibit^'d on

will

its

.

—

electro-

being brought near

and it \\\\\ be found that tlie brass
u Inch would be produced by connecting its
heated end with the minus
of a,voltoiM: coiubiiuitioiiy aod its
to a freely suspended needle;

wire

is

in that state

cold end with the plus pole.

That

species of electricity

which

elicited

is

by the disturbance
is depomi-

of the equiUbrium of temperature in a metallic body^

nated thermo^ectricity, in contradistinction to the term hydro,
electridly^ applied to that

which emanates

finom

a Tollaic comhi-

natioD,

Tbe electricity developed by a metal when its extremities are
unequally heated is nccesaarily very small : when therefore we desire to detect

tipUer,

it is

paratus.

veiy feeble magpielse aotioiif and do not use tbe^raul-

necessary that

Among

which may

the best

we empio;

very sensible magnetic ap-

may be mentioned

the astatic needlei

two bght. steel. ne^Jes ranged parallel one
above tbe odier^ having the same axis the magnetic virtue should
be imparted as unifiormly as possible to each, and their, oppoeite
poles be in approximation.
When, a compound neeAsiof thb
consist of

;

description

is freely

suspended,

it

has

range itsdf in the magnetic meridian
traHzation of the eartfa't

magnetism

little
;

it

or.no leadency to ar-

the perfection oC the,neQ«

piincipaUy dependent

on

two needlss, and.
upon tbe equali^ of magnetic power developed by the needtaik

the uniform structure of the steel composing the

Another delicate magnetic apparatus for ezpertmeoli ia jaffiird*
ed by suspending a {nece of wheat straw, with a few tiriats of fines
nlk by its centre. At its extremities must be placed two small
aewmg-oeedles to winch magnetism has been communtcaied,
ranged so that the tenestiial magnetism exerts littleor no influence
on the comlnnation, which« when in equitibiium, wilt be found
•extremely sascq»tifale of feeble electro-magnetic action.

Tbe deli-^

cacy of tbe arrangement wUl be improved bgr attention to tbe length
magnetized
of /die straw lever, and to the pontion. of 'the
needles, which should be so placed, that all direotivlK Jhrce for tbn
earth's magnetic poles be destroyed; when that ia the cMa^lfae
straw kver will remidn at nwt in any poution. It neoaaaaiUy foU
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bw

IImm

ft

oooj^oiiiid

of

far tb» detedioci

Ibm

In tiwm

b deftragrvdi

hMevw

•etiooy

bodj oalliMD,

iligb^

is

atdte ottk

wMmM

Mr mtafy wo ; wid cooMquemlj uqr

mmt aiay be eurted by a Miy okctrified

rendered Tisible aod reaiUly reeoried*

WbcD reetaogular tmoae%, composed of
when
as

tbo oxiramliee of the ^leaiontB

MgMdi

hoftt

temporaliiM; aod

ton one extmnutf
The

otfaar.

oiie«

mazinom

are eKperimented withj the

tals,

t ^SkmiMgu

MMe ckctoCHiiagiielic «ctiDa, ts the dbtetrw

am

it is Ifaenfcre

m

dM

wMe ni»-

Mv

ptoduoad

the oxtrame stales

adfisablo to abetiacc

at tbe same ticnelfaat

denattoii of

WrOf or

oflfeeii

It

»

addad to tbr

necdla is In an opponte Araction

rrhea pieced outside the irame to that wheo placed inside the ftame.

When tfaa eatremlties of the metals are in pefftict cbntactp end ll^
eonmof haat applied

for a longer time, the thenno^riectrie aedon'

powerful when the frame

la flSDfo

is

asagnetic nwridian, and the needle

A thermo-electric

apparatus

placed at right angles to the

is at rest

in

its

may be formed

natural positi<Hi.

with three bars of

antimony and three bars of bismuth, soldered together alternately
and a magnetic

this hexagonal figure be ing supported horizontally,

needle delicately suspended wiihin
in close approximation, above,

it,

and

with one side of the hcxngon
parnllcl to the needle

j

upon

elevating or depressing the temperature of either one of the joined

a deflection of the needle

parts,

is

perceptibici whicli niav he in-

creased by applying the heating or cooling process to other united
parts

tliat

other

are not contiguous

;

an augmentation of effect

by redueing the temperature of one soldered

tained

is

is

ob-

part, while the

elevated.

Experiments determine that several other metals besides bismuth

and antimony,

projierly arranged,

and under the same conditions,

exhibit thermo-electric phapnomena

The

unequallv heated.
bined a[)paratu8

merous

is

when

their extremities are

thermo'dcctric action exhibited by a com-

enlarged by the employment of a more nu-

set of barsy

and modihed by the adaptation of

difiereoti

metals.
It has

been proved* that a thermo-electric current can be estamade evident in one metal oiilv, bv the disturbance of

blished and

the equilibrimn of temperature

which

it

m

that metal

;

and the tendency

has to deilect the magnetic needle in any particular direc-
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ems dependent upon the form given to it in casting. A
singular difference is produced when the metal is cooled slowly or
rapidly, occasioned, it is conceived^ by a relation existing between
tion,

St

the crystalline structure and niagnetic property of the metal.

Various instruments have been constructed

atnl

recommended

for multiplying the effects of feeble electro-magnetic action

the most approved

Schweigger,
trived

M.

by the

may be

classed those of

Oersted, and Professor

latter

philosopher

is

the

M.

.

A mong

Poggendorf,

Cumming

;

M.

but that con-

most simple.

It is called

a multiplier or galvanoscope, and consists of a copper conducting
^vlre

^th

of an inch diameter, covered with twisted silk to pre-

vent contact

bent into eight or ten circumvolutions of a
a magnetic needle is suspended horizontally
within the conductor, and the whole is fixed on a board, a divided
circle being placed under the wires. To correct the directive force
;

this is

rectangular form;

of the needle towards the earth's magnetic pok^ Professor

Cum-

nuog employed an astatic needle. The current is completed ficom
one cup to the other, through the wire of the rectangle.
The eflfect of the galvaooecope or multiplier is founded upon the
equal actioo which every part of a conducting wire, when it transoufei % tefient, exerts upon the magnetic needle ; and it will eetily
be conceived that the needle leceives an impulse exactly in pro*
portion to the number of circumvolutions. The imfMilae given
eitth branch has also the same direction, since it is in &ct th#

ame

side of the wire

needle*

When

which in both branches

the multiplier or galvanoscope

ia
is

>

opposite the

employed

for

itfoqg ckotro-magnetic action^ the wire forming the circumvoiu*
lions

must be increased

be difluolshed

in ptoportion ;

olhennse the eSbct maj

instead of increased, in consequence of the imper*

The thermo-electric prapetlim of the
vefeab have no connection either with their galvanic niatiooa, or

iectness of the conductor*

tbenr capacity for conducting heat

or dectiicifj ( neither do tUQr

nocmd with

nor their atoiiuG weights*

their specific gravities^

la lomitng a thermo-eleelric series^ it is desirable to combine an
posiliTe with an ektme negative metal i we therafoio
snlQoiii a table ooUeeled and laid down by Professor Comsiiqg.
Bwiij aubstaiMe ui the sonea is plua to that which pieeades
andmiDuato that which follows it.

estrme
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Stries of Conducton.

Thermo-deetrie

Of Heat,
Galena.

Potassium,

'Silver.

fiarimn.

Copper.
Lead.
Gold.

Mercury.
Nickel.

}

Cadnumn.

Platinurii.

Tin.

Brass.

Palladium.

Iron.

Zinc.

Kunulii.
Antimonj.

Tin.

CdnlL

1

Manguieie./
Tin.

GoU.
Tin.
Copper.
Platinim.
Iron.

}

Lead.

Platinum.
Palladium.

Lead.
Copper.

Lead.

Silver.

Iroo.

Silver.

Rhodioni.
Gold.
Copper.

Palladiam.
Tellurium.
Gold.
Charcoal.
Platinum.

Silver.

Cadmiatn.

Iridium.

Charcoal

Rhodium.

Plumbagi
Ifon*

Andmoi^.

M.

Becquerel, in his researches for the law of electrical efl^ts

when two [iictals were united, and
deduced from
tallic

his experiments,

their temperatures equally varied,

" that

wires, soldered end to end,

in a circuit

when we

formed of two me-

raise each of the joints

to different tLm|)Ciatures, the resulting electro-dynamic intensity is

equal to the diflerence of the forces produced successively by each

of the temperatures, in the same joint, the other being at zero, and
not to the intensity of the force produced by the difference of temperature alunc.

The

intensity of the electric current dinnni^jieit

proportionally to the diminuLiua of temperature."

The

rotation produced

by the reciprocal action of a thermoand magnet, is exhibited by a rectangular frame
composed of silver and platinum, or copper and platinum v\ ires,
soldfred together: in the lower part of the frame a ring sliould be
electric current

formed
frame
its

to receive the suj>port ur stand,

is freely

upper

part.

suspended by means
If a bar

angulAr finuue, and tbe

ot

upon the top of which the
a line steel point affixed to

magnet be placed on one

iUme of a

side of the.rect*

spiiit-lamp brought inlo contact
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Willi the

loiMrmd of the

e<tefaliabad».«iid

neHtf

other dde» a tberanMctoctric cufitaoi

oet.

k

tho imtrooMat moves roQnd ontil thai aide oiigi*

opposed 10 the magoeteafters the fleme I

and at leogth

again,

05

reoiaiiiB

at right

movet back

it tfaeo

an^ to the lamp and mag*

When two magoets are uied and potited at each faranob^and

the heat applied at either end^ the fiame completeft a lemlutiao

when

att

the dreumBtanoea are die

another impulse

same as

in the first instance^

and the rotation amounts to twenty or*
a minute.
The arrangement is improved by

given,

is

thirty revolutions in

forming the wires into compound rectangular frames; these being
supported on the extremities of

horseshoe niagaet, and the lamp

a

placed equidistant between them, the npparatus

is

put in action,

and the compound frames revolve in conuary directions.
The revolution of four conipomid rectangular frames is produced by mouiuing them upou stands one on each side of the poles
of a powerful bar magnet, and bringingr the flame of a spirit-lamp
into contact with the lower angles of the frames

found (provided the

maci;aet be placed in the

when

;

that the north-eastern frame will vibrate a few times

flame

is

held towards

its

exterior,

and then remain at

arms equidistant from the flame, and
is

placed towards

is

held

on the

it interiorly.

On

it

will

be

magnetic meridian)

when
when

will revolve

the contrary,

exterior of the north-western frame,

it

when the

rest,

with

its

the flame

the flame

will revolve;

and 00 being removed to its interior, it first vibrates, aod then remains at rest. If the lamp be removed to the exterior of the southeastern frame, it will vibrate, and finally remain at rest; but on
brining it to the interior of it, it will revolve. Agun, on placing
the fiame on the exterior of the soatb-westem frame,

it

will re>

fdve; but on brin^qg it to the mterior, it will only vibrate, and
finaQy remain stationary. These efleets will be remsedoochaog*
ing the poMlieii of the magnet: it is not however absobitely no*,

shouM be placed
was eonvenieot to place it

oesiary that the magnet

dian;

but

it

ittustrating the

above phsniomcoa.

in the magnetic meriso^ Ibr the

purposes of

The revdntioiis of

the

com*

pooml leelangMler frames follow the impulse first given to Ihem
although they seem to revolve more firesly in one direction thao
anotbsr* namely, towards the poles of the magnet.

When two povrerful

bar magnets are placed

paraM

to esicb

other in the magnetic meridian, with their poles in opposite diiec-

W
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tM»s» Mid tbt DOfth-pQlttofthe irailm ma^^

upon pladng a compound rectangular frames tbiular- to
;
tboM described, and mounted upon a proper stamd, toattotum
Qorth

between the extremities of the magnets which point

freely round,

in the northern direction,

into contacL with

tiic

and bringing the flame of a spirit-lamp
il will viljratc a lew

exterior of the frame,

—

times, and then remain at rest as in the foregoing experiuienl

upon placing
tlie

magnets,

the frame

will

it

wiihm

the lamp on

Hame

the

its

it will

its

interior,

it

will vibrate for

and bringing

bringing

and placing

a short time and at length

On

into contact with the interior of the frame,

I

changing the situations of the two magnets, or

|

it

when

the flame

placed exteriorly in regard to them, and will vibrate
at rest

but

but on placing the flame between the two

;

reversing their poles, the frames will revolve

main

j

and between

On

assume a rotatoiy movement.

exterior,

revolve.

contact with

ihe opposite poles of the magnets,

remain stationary
n!agnets,

in

|^

on placing the flame

ioteiiorly,

lill

is

they re-

being the reveiae of

the last experiment*.
.

Tbe

tlienno*electnc current deflecto the magnetic needle, acts

i^poa the nerves of a frog, and produces rotatory molion

penoD

;

but

no

has hitlierto succeeded in fusing wire, or of pit)ducing de-

coropoution by

its

agency

:

in

consequeace«

thermo-electric current possessing

little

it is

presumed, of the

or no power of tension.

Experiments teach us, that tbe same thermo-electriG elemeDls
whicfa act powerfully

on the magnetic needle when tbe communi-

catioo ir by a short and thick conductor, act feebly

when

it is

long

and fine ; the efiects therefore cannot be transmitted or multiplied
beyond a certain extent, even by the best conductors.
The dectric .current passes along a conductor with a igreater
fiMnlity, as it is the more tntmus and as tbe hydro-electric current
pervades the wire of the galvanoscope or multtpGer more readily
than the thermo-electtic current,—^it follows as a necessary con^ueooe, that the hydro-electric current develops electricity cf
.

greater intensity than thatof tlie thermo-electric current.

The amount

* Tbeie two

of the angle of deviation of the magnetic needle

egpstiaienti,

if

not decidedly new, have never before been

eoounoaieBlsd to the pubiie.
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caused by

action of an electric current

tlie

and not

quanlitj/

is

learn therefore from the eflects produced

proportionate to the

by the current.

We

by thermo-electric

ele-

to tlic inlcusiii/ possessed

ments on the magnetic needle, that the thermo-electric current, is
.of

that .species termed quantity,

which

it

possesses in a

much

greater decree than the hydro-electiic current of similar size; but
tkkG intensity o[

and

latter;

li

t

Ji

ce in

tiie

many hundred

circuit of

fora^r

is very, inferior to

would perliaps be necessary

rKluid conductor with the

to

elements, to pass

tlie

same freedom

is

as

that in the

employ an

electric

current through a

eflfected

by the hy-

dro-clcctric current from a voltaic pile cotnpoi»ed of four or five

elements.

Attempts have been made

to

employ

same time hydro-

at the

electric

and thermo-electric elements, the former giving

and the

latter

when

quantity; but without success.

inlensili/f

uas found

Jt

that

the hydro-electric and thermo-electric elements formed the

circuit, the latter actually

diminished the effect; for

it

added

to

tli<»

length of the circuit, and by heating, diminished the conducting

power

;

and

supposed

to

this loss

was not

be derived

Imm

at

all

compensated by auy addition

thermo-electric action.

Experiment and observation show that tension
ordinary electricity excited by friction on glass

forces a passage through any

cumulated

until

Tension

imperfect in voltaic electricity, from

is

it

is

perfect in die

for it

;

may be

ac-

nCMMxmductor.

its

passage being

retarded by the fluid conductor employed in the combinatioa ; and
is litUe or no tension in a thermo-electric system, since the
current flows equally throuprh every part of it.

there

In concluding

this brief sketch of electro-magnelism, or electro-

we beg

leave to state, that nothing more has been attempted than to explain in a clear and concise manner the several

dynamics,

facts of

a science

now in

its

infancy.

From

the extraordinary

which have been already developed* and firom the promise
it seems to hold out, of being the means of unfolding a more inti*
mate knowledge of electrici^ and magpetism ; it is entitled to
rank with, if not to surpass, the most brilliant discoveries of the
results

present day.

No

particular tlieoiy has

been maintained ; those noticed for

the sake of precision are in the words of their several authors : and

H

is

therefore left to the discretion of the leader to adopt that
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may moBt approve. There eie »evefalhypotheee> vMdk
bafe not been noticed; they ate ingeoioiM and plauaUe, particii*'

iriHoh be

and «nth which

laily Ibat of Ftafessor Hanstaloy

our lemaflEa.

In the completed voltaic dvcuit,

we
tfae

ibatt

doie

eoodoctoT

travened in an opposite directioo by the oppoiite eiectiicitiei;
Every ploe elementary particle stiivei to combine wilb a annua
one; tfms united in paln^ they neutrati» each other* and tbeir

IB

eieetrie

power

tfisappearB.

But

in the neutral state they perhaps

appear as ciaslic flukl dmuadary magnets, which so surround tfae
sur&oe of the polar whe that all north poles are turned on ooi
side,

and

south poles on another; and the axis of every de^

all

mentary magnet
electricity

is

the tangent of the circular section of the con-

Owing

ducting wire.

to the constantly aggregating quantity

liom both ends of

tiie

wire, and

tlie

of

expansive nature

of electricity, these elementary magnets are forced out of the surface of the wire with a velocity equal perhaps to that of light

As

long, therefore, as the circuit

rounded by

a

(

is

uninterrupted, the wire

itself.

is

sur-

comof which has a magoeUc north pole and

vlindncal atmosphere of neutralized molecules

bined in pairs, each

[lair

south pole^ and a neutral point/*
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DBSCBIPnON OF APPARATUS 0ON8TRUCTBD AND
SOLD BY WATKINb AND HILL,
FOR ILLUSTRATING THE MOST STRIKING PiLENOMENA
C¥ BtBCTRaMAGNBTESNt

Fig.

1. plftte I.

represento t

U formed of

compound

rectangular frame

;

qno

and the other half of antimooy*
umted at xypposite conma. Tbia frame is erected in a vertioJ
potttioo upon the upper end of a pedestal ; it has a hole made in it
through which pasaea a screwed wire, having a binding nut upoo
\t, hy which the frame is firmly secured to the pedestal.
The upper end of this mfe terminates in a fine pointj upon which turns a
'magiiedc needle. If the frame be placed in the magiwtic meridiaoi
and the needle at rest in its natural position withm itt upon a))plying a spirit-lamp to the lower end of the frame^ where the two
to eadi otiier, a thermo-electric cuifent is esta*
metala
Misbed, and rendered manifest by the deflec^n of the magnetic
needle.
Simitar phenomena are also exhibited by abstracting
heat from one part of the frame instead of communicating heat
half of it

l»iiiiuth»

a^n

to

it

;

thus proving

tliat

theiaio-electricity

is

excited by the dia-

turbaace of the equilibrium of temperature in the frame.
instance, one of the

compounded corners be enveloped

sorbent substance, such as

ened with any
&,c. the cold

ra])u!ly

filtering

in

If,

for

an ab-

paper, and this paper be moist-

evaporating fluid, which

may be

ether,

thereby produced, or the diminished temperature of

that corner of the frame,

is sufficient

to excite thermo-elecuicity,

which win cause the needle to be deilected in an opposite direction
tothatm which it is detleeted when heat is applied. The maximum
efTects are

treme

produced when the extremities

states as regards

temperature ;

it is

or the

elements are

in

ex-

therefore advisable to ab-

from one comer of the rectangle, at the same time that
added to the opposite comer. In this, and in all other appa^
ratus where so feeUe a current as that produced by a mere di^*
eoce of temperature in the extremities of any body composed of
stract heat

it is

a metal or metab

is to

he made manifesti

it

becomes necessary to
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neutralize

ilie

to obtain

this

magnetism upon the needle

effects of terrestrial

we may

end,

i

employ the

either

aslalic

formerly described and recommended, or arrange an

i

:
]

needle,

mag-

artificial

net or magnets in such a manner, as to overcome the directive ten-

|

dency of the needle, which may be known by the needle remalniog

which

stationary in any position in

Fig. 2. plate

round

same

it;

it

i

.

may he phrecL

represents a glass tube with a coppei- wire coiled

1.

the ends of the wires are bent at right angles in the

direction, tor the convenience of being inserted into the

containing mercury, afiixed to the cylindrical baUery
into those cups

on the stand

(fig. 9.), for

(fig.

cups

21.), or

whicb purpose the horse-

The poiots of tbe wires
should be clean or amalgamated and when the apparatus is sop^rted by these wires, it affords a ready mode for indudng magshoe-formed wire must be removed.
;

netism on steel needlea by the electric current.
the battery should be excited, and
partially, or their

diately, as the

and

if

tlie

For

this purpose^

needles either introduced

whole length, but they must be withdrawn imme>

maximum

eflects

are produced instantaneously;

allowed to remain, the magnetism will be reversed,

The direction

entirely destroyed.

if

not

of the polarity of tbe magnetism

acquired by the needle, submitted to the influence of electridty

passed through a helix,

wire is coiled, whether
left^

or from the

Fig. 3* plate
electric action

and a

left

I.

it

is

dependent on the manner in which tbe

proceeds from the right downwards to th«

downwards

to the right.

represents an apparatus for showing tbe tbermo*

of compound wires.

silver wire,

|

It conusts eitlier of a platinum

or of a platinum and a copper wire, tmsted to*

gether at one end,th^r other ends being formed into a convenient

shape for inserting them into two cups containing mercury, at*
|

tacbed to a galvanoscope.

lamp

Upon

briugiug the flame of a spirit*

'

into contact with the twisted part of the wires, the elec-

tricity,

excited by tbe disturbed equiUbrium of temperature in the

wires, will be manifested by the deflection of the magnetic needle

j

attached to the galvanoscope.
Fig, 4. plate
tiic

of

1.

i

exhibits an apparatus to

temperature

is

disturbed.

muih, and another of
figure,

j

compound bar,
The bar is formed of a rod of bisantimony, united into the bar shown in the

action maniiestcd by a

its

show the thermo-elecwhen the equiUbriuni

by being fused or melted

tc^etlier

:

to

each end of

'i

)

this cou|-
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each of wldch sapppvto
m^iiig a commuoicatioii with

pound bftfj a bent copper wire
a cop to cdotain merciuy* Upon
a galvaooccope in the usual manner, by means of two connecdng
is affixed,

wires ioierted into the mercury held in the cups, and bringing the
flame of a spiritplamp.into contact with the centre of the bar,

tbermo-dectric efi^ts

be shown in the galnmoscope, by the

will'

deilectioD of the magnetic needle*

Fig. 5. plate

1.

represents a

compound

rectangular firamCy

cither of aauujoiiy or bismutli,

is

o6m>

A

posed o( copper and antimony, or copper and bismuth.

bsf,

aiiixed Lo the top of a metal cap,

niQuiUed upon a wooden pedestal, by means of a screwed brass
wire, passed through a

screwed nut
nical point,
staple,

made

liolc

in the bar,

and secured by a

the upper end of the wire terminating in a fine co-

;

on which a magnetic needle turns freely. To the bar^a
is bound by means of cop-

formed of bent sheet copper,

per wire, wrapped round the ends of

it.

Upon

applying

liie

heat of a spirit-lamp to either end of the bar, or abstracting the
caloric from

it

by the evaporation of a

as

volatile fluid, so

either case to disturb the equilibrium of temperature

m

in

the bar,

thermo-electric e&cts are produced^and exhibited by the deflection

of the needle.
I^g. 6. plate

I.

represents a small cylindrical l>attery^ with

a

connecting wire attached to iu

This simple and convenient arrangement consists of a double
cylindrical

copper

vessel,

sine placed within

it*

A

having an< insulated hollow cylinder of

copper wire

ia

soldered to each,

and

bent into a rectangular shape, baviug also a conical pointed wire
affixed to It,

on which a magnedc needle can be placed^ so as t0

turn with great freedom.

per

Upon pouring dihite add into

vessel* voltaic efiectB will

the cop>

be mstanfly manifested by the deflect

tion of the needle^ from the .magnetic meridian^ in

which plane

the rectangular wire ought to be previously placed.

The

is» that we can avoid the
cups to bold mercuiy^ and the consequent
occasion continually to amalgamate the ends of the connecting

advantage of this combination

necessity of having

wires*

Fig. 7* plate I.

exhibits an apparatus, to

force of an electrified wire.
sely

show

the direcdre^

It consists of a glass cylindrical ves-

having a cork float attached to

its

upper end.

IiUu this vessel
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itiMMrled m

coidiiintfuio, iianii«d

vpoA

tlie

pte

ooanneikied by Dr. Wollaston, snd consisting of a plate of nne,

•uirounded by a copper plate, the zinc plate being insulated upon
its

edges.

made

A copper wire, affixed by soldering to both these plates,

into the form uf a nug, consisting of several coils of the

wire, wlucLi

n

bebides m-iilated, by being wrap[)cd round with silk

thread: upon pouring dikite acid into the glass vessel, and placing
the plates in

voltaic actiou coramences,

it,

tendency to take a position

The magnetic

effect is

in the

more

still

if

advance slowly

to

tba pole id the magnet;
laty to the equator^

on brinaing

magnet the wire being a
;

coil in different states,

Uie bar magnet be held horizontally

in a line coincadu^ with the axis of the

ami continue

manifested by

strongly developed

temporary magnet, having each side of the

Abo

is

the coil will have a

plane of the magnetic meridian.

into the vicinity of the coil a powerful bar

•a icglUPds polarity.

and

when

placing the apparatus atluat in water;

coil, it will

until the coil

be attracted^

or ring envelopes

wbeo it proceeds with considerable

or centre of the magnet^ where

it

velo-

remains at

If now the magnet be withdrawn from the ring, and its op>
pOMte pole be placed within it, the ring recedes until it gets off the
magnet ; when it turns itself half round, presenting its opposite side
lo the mi^M^ and inscutly approacfaiiig it» rushes forwards until
it has agttn arrived at its centre, where it remains stalkaaiy ae

jnBSt.

haloid.

Fig« 8. plate I. repneeats another arrangement Ibr shoinag tha
directive property of

The floating

an

electrified wire.

glase vesed

and

voltaic

combinatian are similar la

those. deeoribed in the preceding apparatus: but the copper in*

sulatad wira;

instead of being coiled into the form of a riog» is

the two ends of the wire bdngreturned
and brought out neAr its ceotre,
through the middfe of the
and soldered to the ane and copper plates. Upon exciting electrt*

made of a hdieal shape,

city

h^

by pouring dilute acid into the glass vessel as before, placing
it, and setting it afloat, the hdix as-

the metallic plates within
suaicb a polar

langemeiU;
to

of a niHgiiet held towards

it.

Fig. 9» plate

^

at

magnelism, so as

states of

yn'xte,

1.

iis

opposite ends iiidicaUng difterent

be attracted ur repelled by eiUicrpole

exhibits an apparatus to

while the electric current

is

show

that a metallic

traosoutted along

it,

possesses
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jnagnetic properties.

It consists of a piece of soft iroD wire bent

iota a honetfaoe-fonn, suspended from a brass support, and having

«

copper wife coiled roiuKl

it,

the ends of which dip into two

netallic cups containing mereory.

If

two ooonecihig

wireB, pro^

eeeding from the voltaic battery, be then inserted into the mereary
ooBietiied in the metallic cups, the etectric current flows along

the oopper coAf and the iron wire iodoeed within

it^

which thus

i«Dd«redniagneiictl» will support a bar of iron opcD

its

ends daiin^

wm

^taic actiooy as thoo^ it
a teal magnet ; but instantly
the commumealioD bintemiptedy widi atfaar <tf the estreniitles cf
the-batbeiy, hy mnofing one of the connecting wires from the
«he

Ms

(rom the ends of thtt
Mfesl&c cup, the piece of attracted iron
bent horseshoe-fonned wire ; thus proving that the magnedc aetioa
defeloped in that wire was owing to the presence of voltaic Meotridty.

Tiie bent wire is elevated

upon a wooden stsnd^ as shown

in the figure^

The ssmo efleet may be shown by nshig a straight, instesd of a
curved iron wire, when surrounded by a similar coil of copper
wire, and connected in the

same way with the

battery

;

apiece of

iron being capable of being supporied at each end, or pole of the
straight wire.

Fig. 10. plate

I.

represents the oalvanoscupe or multiplier.

Tins

apparatus exhibits in a striking manner very feeble electiic currents.

It consists

of acojipcr wuc, surrounded with a silken thread

coiled or

wrapped round

ferent

cum volutions,

cii

each other.

it,

into

for the

purpose of

it:sulating the dif-

which the copper wire

This copper wire so insulated,

is

is

bent, from

bent into a rec-

wthin which passes the steel or metallic point,
upon tins is suspended a magnetic needle, the point being surrounded by a graduated circle, in manner of the compass. The
tangular frame,

greater the

the greater

number of coils of wire forming
is

te

the rectangular frame^

magnetic energy displayed by the deflection

of the needle ; provided that on increasing the size of the bat*
is also increased.
But it must be
remembered, that a thermo-electric action cannot be multiplied
beyond a certain extent. Each end of the wire is made to enter
into a metallic cup containing mercury ; into these cups connecting

leiy^ the thickness of the wire

*

wives from any apparatus must be placed, of which
detect or tneisure the eiectfic action

;

and the whole

we wish
is

to

mounted
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Upon % wooden

common

hmn or

Bupport

bdug suspended

leolad as

Ad mUISg

'

needle it icpra-

within the nctaognlar Ihune; tmt

needle will do for genera) purposes, especially

xofHial influence it neotmfiaed by maguets in the

a

die tai^

if

nuamer befoie

described.
Fig.

1

1 .

an apparatus to exhilut the rotahorseshoe magnet is supported

plate II. represents

A

tion of two metallic cylinders.
vertically

enUs.

upon a

stand, having holes formed in the centres of

Two wooden

circular

trcQglib are secured

its

by binding-

screws, upon the arms of the maguet, to contain mercury.

Into

the holes in the centres of the ends of the magnet, two conical

pointed wires are inserted, which are aflixed

in the

middle of two

hemispherical caps, united to cylinders, the rims of which are

which are dipped

tornied into points,

in the circular troughs.

into the

mercury contained

Upon the top of each hemisphere is posited

a small platinum cup to contain mercury. Other cups for holding
mercury are supported upon the external ends of bent wires, which
pass through the sides of the circular troughs, into the mercury

contained therein.

When

a stream of voltaic

clcu tricity is

passed

through this apparatus by means of connecting wires, placed in
the mercury contained in the upper

and lower cups, the

rotation

of the cylinders comnenoesy they turning in opponte directions

the rapidity of

their

motion and

its

contionanoe depending upon

the energy of the voltaic battery employed.
Fig.

Its*

Plate II. represents an apparatus to exhibit

lution of an elecitrified wire.

It consists

tlie

revo*

cf a glass cyhnder, mount-

ed upon an iron wire^ affiled to a wooden support, and having a
copper wire loop passed through the centre of its top» and a metal
cop to contain mcrcory above the wire loop. The soft iron wire
-

of the support projects above the bottom o£ the ^ass cyUnder^and
is

rounded at

its

top.

Mercury

placed widiin the lower part of

is

the glass cylinder, and also in another cup^ formed in the wooden

A platinum wire, having

support.
is foosely

bung

a loop formed at

to the loop above«

its upper eod|
and touches the surfoce of the

Upon making a oomoninica*
by oieans of two connecting wires
placed in the mercuiy in the upper and lower cups, and bringing
a magnet into contact vrith the lower part of the iron wire, which
mercury

vrithin the glass cylinder.

don widi a

voltaic battery,

projects below the

wooden support

for Uiat

purpose,

tiie

cUccts of
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the electro- magnetic action will be observed
the plalniurn wire round ihc

the real

magnet

is

its

wire magnet

is

the revolulicHtt of

is

a magnet, whilst

The wire

it.

lower e-^tremity

hence the point of suspension

;

b)'

wire, which

kept in contact with

the surface of a cone,

base

iioii

in the centre of the base.

is

communicated

of a magnet.

its

th^ vertex, and the iron

Vig, 13. plate 11. represents an apparatus to
tory motion

generates

circumference of

tlie

to

Jt consists of a

show

the vibra-

an electrified wire, from the effects

wooden

a bent brass standard, having at

upon which

ba?i?,

upper end a

its

i"?

affixed

vertical wire

screwed into

it,

and has at

lower end soldered a piece of platinum wire formed

into

its

a loop.

which wire supports a cup

To

this

loop

is freely

hung a

to contain mercury,

platioum wire^

light

some morcury,
wooden basis. Ananother wirei which

the lower end of which touches the surface of

which is contained in a trough formed in the
other cup to contain mercury is also affixed to
passes through the basis into the mercury in the trough. On
nakiag communication with a voltaic batteiy by meant of two
connecting wires, as usual, the current

is

made

the loose platioum wire, and the ckcuit

is

thus completed

to pass along
;

but

no motion of the platinum wire is perceptible, until a poweriiil
horseshoe magnet is placed in a horizontal position on tiie basis,
with its pdes bdosing the pendent wire, when that whw instantly
acquires a vibratory motion.

On

reversing the situations of the

connecting wires, or of the poles of the magnet, the vibralioiit

wiU be in an opposite

direction.

Fig. 14. plate 11. exhibits an apparatus which,
to the stand of
freely

fig.

suspended

flat spiral coil, its

reversed hook finely pointed, and

of a slender copper
upper end terminating in a

its

lower end pendent in a line

The wire

coinciding wuii the pointed part of the reversed hook.
coil is
coil

secured to a circular disc

ol

caid,

tlic

wne

iroin ihc central

passing through the caid and descending below

the straight wire
flat spiral

coil

is

>

of the

It conusts

electrified wire.

wire, bent into a

when adapted

13, illustrates the ^rective property

removed from the apparatus

it.

(fig. 13.),

When
and the

arranged with the point of the reversed h(»ok in-

serted in the top cup,

mercury contained

and

its

lower extremity dipping into the

in the trough, the

two ends being previously

amalgainated, and the coil having free motion about

its

verUcai
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axis; upon transmitting electricity from a voltaic battery through

the spiral coil of wire,

it

has a tendency to range

perpendicular to the msgnetic meridiaD, and

itself in

is also

a plane

very obedient
^

to the magnet

winch exhibits the
on its axis. A flat bar magnet is supix>rted in a
vertical position by an upright metal wire, affixed in the basis of
the apperatos, and hating a hole in its centre containing an agate
cupy to receive the lower pointed end of
magnet ; its upper
end tufas in another hole made in a mticd screw, with a milled
head to turn it by^ which is passed through a screwed hole made
in an arched piece of wiie« afllxed to the upper part of the basis.
Anmnd the flrst^nMOtioaed vertical wtre^ a dstetn to contain mer.cniy is provided ; and another, having a hole ro its centre to allow
the magnet to pass through and revolve whfain it, near the middle
of the magnet These cistems have meta! wires projecting into
them through dietr sides, to support cups which contain mercury*
Fig. 15. plate II. lepreaeots an apparatus

magnet

to

i

rotating

eflect the

communication

uniting wires.

.are affixed, the ends

When

ristems.

witfi

the voltaic battery by meaiu of

Into the magnet two small bent and pointed wires

of wluch dip into the mercury contained In the'

the voltaic circuit

is

complete, the magnet be-

gins to rotate within the Vlectri city, which
in fact forms part of the circuit;

tiic

it

conducts

itself,

as

it

rapidity of the revolutions

of the magnet depending upon the delicacy of the sustaining point,

the strength of the magnet, and
If

we

tlie

power of

desire to actuate a large magnet,

screw to

the battery employed.

necessary

made by providmg

employing an additional battery,
jiasscd

is

"an riddition

cup afhxcd to the
contain mercury, by whicii contrivance, and by

to the apparatus sliould be
vertical

it

fro!n the top of tiie

a

a current of electricity

magnet

to its

hrst-ment!oncd case, an opposite current can be pas^etl

lower end
tained,

to

'i'he

can be

^

equator; and as in the
froiri its

the ecjuator, and an additional electric force be ob-

ends of

ail

the wires should

l)e

amalgamated;

and

two currents are passed through the magnet, the onical
hole of the vertical-screw should be amalgamated also^ to insure
contact with the point of the magnet inserted in it.
Fig. 16. plato II. exhibits an apparatus to show the effects
produced vrhen a straight connectmg'vnre is placed paralld above

when

jor

the

below a magnetic needle boriaontntty auspended.

c

i

^

A cop^
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wire bent upwards at a right angle at each end, and pa99ed

through

secured in a hole,

antl

brass cap supported upon a

metal cu^m to contain mercury.

one end

to the

saturated with

made

wooden

across the upper end of a

pedestal, is inserted into

Another

former one, by being tied to
siiell

also another metal

co])}>er

U

with a silken thread,

lac varnish to insulate the wires

cup

to contain

mercury

and having
end of

Upon

its

other end passed into the opposite cup.

cap

IS

posited a conical metal point, to support a

assume iu natuial

;

at the tied

has

turning upon that point as a centre.

two

wire secured at

it,

the brass

magneuc needle

If the needle be allowed to

and the copper wisw be pitted ia tl)0
apon maluog a communicatiuii
with a voltaic battery, by meaos afconiiecting wirea^witb the two
metal cape poeit^ upon tbatumeoUttp eoda of the first-meotkmod
poeitioD^

directioo of the oiagneUc meriduuif

copper wire, the

and

conveyed beiow the needle

eiectiic enei^y will be

anouat of the aogb of deflectioa haiqg ia proh
porlioii to the power of the battery applied.
If, however^ one of
the connectiog wijn» be removed from the cup affised upoa oo^
of the turoed-up ends of the fiiatJiieadoaed wiie^ and .be placed
in the adjoioing cap affixed to the end of the othar wire^ the eleo*
trie cuiteot win be tnuumitted aloog that wii^ which ia plaoed
eftooe the oeadles and the needle will again be deflected* but in
a-Mitnuy directioD. The ends of the copper wine in tha cape
.

deflect it; the

ibould be quite dean^ or amalgamated.
fig« 17* plate IL This ^ipamtaa eahibita the rotetoi of a
CMcnlar netellic diac upon itscentre« when an dectiic current

and the diac between the poles of a horieahoe mag-

traverses

it

net.

coDusts of a circular plate or disc of copper nicely sus-

It

pended upon

axis, which is formed of platinum^ and turns in
same metal; both to preserve contact, and to obnecessity of amalgatnating them.
The staple to which
its

centres of the
viate

tiie

this disc is

hung,

is

supported

abme

by a bent wire affixed to the

end of which

is

a

contain mercury, to keep the connection good, which

is

made by

basis of the apparatus

;

at the opposite

cup

to

means of a wire united with one end of a
the

basis

an oblong cavity

which the run of

cup

tlie

affixed to a wire,

is

voltaic battery.
In
formed to contain mercury, into

periphery of the disc dips

which penetrates

into the

;

another metal

mercury contained

in the obloi^ cavitjff is also provided to hold mercuryj

and

to re-
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'

cehrc the communicating wire from the other end of the voltaic
battery, and
ed,

ii

thus a current through the apparatus

a horseshoe magnet be placed with

its

is

establish-

poles extrnding

underneath the axis of the disc, and resting upon the basis oi the
appai;ilu?, the m'^tallic

immediately assume a rotative

di«?c will

which may

acticui, the direction of

lie

changed either by reversing

the poles uf the magnet, or the disposition of the connecting; wires.
It

IS

necessary that the rim or periphery of the disc should but

just touch the mercury in the oblong cavity, and also that

amalgamated

all

round

|

to

do which,

it is

best to remove

it

it

be

from

its centres, and cleanse the edge thoroughly by a file or otherwise,
and then by dipping a piece of wire into the nitrate of mercury as
before described, and taking up upon it a portion of the mercury

contained in the nitrate,
<fitCy

it

may be

transferred to tbe edge of the

by Tabbing tbe wire coated with mercury round

neoemury to observe, that
experiments^

if

in this, as in ell

the electricity

it.

It is

other electro-magnetic

be feeble^ we must employ poweiiui

magnets to ethilnt striking efiects.
Fig« 18. plato 1I« is a view of an apparatus to show the contrary iQlatioa of two electrified wires each about its respective axis
by tbe joint eflecis of dectrid^ and magnetism. It consists of a
horseshoe magneti firmly screwed to a wooden basis or support*
two helical coils of copper wire* baring slender bars across their

tops with needle points in their centres, turning in conical holes
drilled in tbe

ends of tbe magnet, and above the poinis two' small

platinum cups to hold a globule of mercury in each.

Two

wooden dstems are attached by screws on the lower parts of the
magoety haring bent arms fixed b them. To the lower ends of
the helical coik are soldered slender pointed wires, bent so as to
enter slightly into mercury placed in the two larger cups, mer-

cury being also placed
tu the basis ot

tlie

in the small

a[)|)aralab

cups.

A

a fuikcd

iias

brass standard aflSxed'

piece attached to

it,

with two points descending into the two platinum cups upon the
tops of the coils; and there

is

also anuiiier

mercury.

by

mercury contained

placingr wires in the

cup placed upon the

The voltaic

forkeci piece to contain

circuit

is

completed

in the small side cups,

and connected with the copper parts of the batteries; and other
wires communicating with the zinc parts are placed in the cup on
the top of tbe apparatus.

When the electric stream flows through
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revolve i^pidty in ooatnory dlvec*-

the disposiuonof the ccmneettog wirett

The pmnts of the
must be very clean or amalgeiiiated, aod the iqerthe cisterns and cups free from dirt.

the xevolutioos of the ooUs will be reversed.
varloos wires

cury in

Fig. 19. plate III. represents an apparatus constructed to exhibit the rotation of electrified wires

about the poles of a horseIt COO*

shoe magnet, itulependenL of a separate voltaic battery.
sists

of a hoi sesiioe magnet,

firaily

affixed to a metal foot at its

small hole in

two ends being made rounding, and having a
the centre of each, at the bottom of which liole

an agate cup

is

bent part;

its

placed, and in which, pointed wirca affixed to

the parts hereafter

to

be described are

double cylindrical copper
to the top ot

its

iiinci

both ends, ailixcd

vessel,

made

to

revolve.

A

having a bent metal wire affixed

inost cvlinder, with a vertical wire pointed at

m the

luuldlc uf that bent wire,

is

hung upon

the upper end of each pole ot the magnet, the lower points of the
vertical wires of

each vessel entering the holes formed, as above

described, in the magnet for that purpose.

ofaoc, each furnished with

Two

hollow cylinders

similar bent wires, having holes

made

in the underside of each^ are then placed within the double copper

vesseb ; the holes

in

the bent wires being

most pointed ends of the
lute acid be'mg then

hung upon the upper-

vertical wires before mentioned.

A dt*

poured into the space between the two copper

cyrmderSf the voltaic action coqameocesy and presents the phaeno-

mena of

whole of the four cyUnders revolving upon

their axis

the copper vessels revolving in oppottte and contrary directions«

and the anc ^tinder tumicig

in opposite directions to

them;

the rapidity of their revolutions dependbg upon the strength of

the diluted

add and the delicacy of their suspennon. It is evident
may be hung upon one end of a

that a single pair of cyUnders

magnet placed vertically, and will perform in
manner ; their rotation being reversed on changing the
poles of the mi^piet. Or a single pair of cylioden may be hung
upon either end of a honeshoe magnet if prderrcd.
Fig* flO. plate lit. rqmesents an apparatus which eahabits
the contrary poles of two magnets rotating about two electrified
straight or bar

a

similar

wire?.
jdle

Two flat

bar magnets, doubly bent or curved

in the

mid-

of each, and Uaviiig under the iaveiied part of each an agale

8d

DESCaif TIOM

cap

fixed,

by which

it is

OF.

THE PLA7£S<

supported upon an upright pointed wire,

affixed in the basis of the apparatus,

round

as

upon an

mercury are

axis.

Above

Two

also formed.

and upon which

it

turns

the agate cups, cisterns to hold
circular troughs to contain

mer-

cury are supported upon a stage aEBxed to the basis, having holes
in their centres lo allow the magnets to pass through

bent pointed wire
enrls of

which dip

is

affixed into the cisterns of

into the

mercury contained

thcui.

A

each magnet, the

in the

troughs upon

the stage; and thruurrh the sides of the trouglis wires are passed,
entering into the

mercury contained

in the troughs,

To

at their ends other cups to hold mercury.

and bearing

steady the motions

of the magnets, wire loops are affixed to thetn^ which embrace

upon which

the upright pointed wires

hoUow

the magnets

pillar is firmly affixed to the stage, in

rest.

A

which a bent wire

is iosortedy and is capable of being
and secured, at any required hdgbt, by a binding screw. The two ends of the cross wife are bent donnwards,
and pointed^ and made to enter llie two small cisterns affiaed
upon the magnets.
third cup to contain mercury is also provided at the top of the cross wire; and a commamcation bdog
made with the foltaic battery in action, by means of uniting wires
dipping into the mercury in the cups, the wire firom the copper or
plus eatrenuty of the battery being placed in the upper cup^ and
one from the sine, or minus extrenuty of it, in each of the lower'
cups,—the magnets will begin to rotate in opposite directions; and
those directions may be reversed^ by changing the situations of the
uniting wires* Two Isatteries sliould be here employed, In on'
der to make both the magnets revolve with the desired viloctty
and attention must be paid when using two batteries, tint the
currents of electricity flow in the same direction ; otherwise tbe

supporting another cross wire
raised or lowered,

A

phenomena

of the revolutions of the magnets in contrary direc-

tions will not take place, but they will both levoLve in the

same

direction.

Fig. 21. plate III. shows the cylindrical-form battery, whicii
is

strongly

recommended

for electro-magnetic experiments.

consists of a double cylindrical vessel

bottom of the same metal.
der of zinc

is

made

It

of thin copper, with a

In this vessel a moveable hoUowi cyhn-

placed between ihe outer and inner surfaces of the

double copper

vessel^

and

is

kept from coming

mto contact

either
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with tboM suifaces, or With the bottom of the vessel, by restbg
upon three wooden feet thick enough tod high enough to insu-

To the inude of

late it

copper

me

the top of the outer copper cylinder, a
its outer end a small cup to

having at

is soldered,

cbntun mercuiy, the wire coming through the bottom of the cupi
upper edge of the zinc
To
cylinder another similar wire and cup are also affixedi to contun

^

hilo contact with the mercury.

When a diluted add solution is poured into the copper

mercury.

commences; and the electric current may
an apparatus by means of two bent
copper connecting wires by ode end of each bdng inserted into the
mercury contained in the cups fixed to the zinc and copper cylin*

vessel, the voltaic action

be

readily transnntled through

ders, wijile their other ends are in the

The Wow

aitachcci to the apparalus.

be cut

oil

mercury placed in the cups
of the electric stream

may

or renewed at any iDouieul, by removing one end of

In
its cup, or by replacing it again.
required to change the order ut arrangement, so

either couuecting wire from

some

cases,

it is

as to cause the current of electricity to liow in a contrary direction.

This

by merely changing the wires from the
which instantly reverses the action. It is

readily effected,

is

one cup

to the other,

necessary that the extremities of these connecting wires should
either be perfectly bright, or else be
llie

amalgamated with mercury

;

ends of the wire arms which support the cups, and enter the

mercury

in

them, must also be

m

serve a perfect metallic contact.

found suf&cient

many

parts,

a similar state in order to pre-

In general, one battery will be

but when the apparatus

;

it is

is large,

and consists of

preferable to employ two.

Fig. 92. plate III. shows an apparatus intended to illustrate

the rotatory motion which electrified metallic plates of a star figure

acquire
nets*

when under

the influence of a horseshoe

magnet or mag*

In the centre of the wooden basis is firmly fixed a hollow^

brass pillar, in which a bent cross piece is inserted, capable of being
elevated or depressed,

binding screw.

and secured at any lequired

The ends of the cross places

height^

by a

are bent at right an

same direction and pendent, having a sUt to pass the axia
of the wheds to the drcular cavities made to receive them* The

gles in the

cxmpound plates are compoeed of fiat copper pieces, pcunted, and
proceeding fiom the centre as radii ; the extremities bong equi*
distant firom each other.

A

wire, passes through the centre of

G
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Mchfilfttt

and israttflcbniAs an-axl^;. o|i«k

this

^

ptaftos

Inm m

Ibe-Mvijte «kih» botliNB df
pdkMkiit ttrmt of llie crott piece*
'Unkt'tfae- pendent erm-imro Moo^ fkmigib-Bicr ntAie in^tlie
•wooden Intifl to eontaio nieraii7; wadtX eapt to bold mercuiy
are affined Id tifowioei;wiii<A firooeediranicdchadBeftihe basMp

4nd pcaetceteinta tlie mercury contained in tbe oUong tron^ba*
Wlmmffieient mercury is poured into tbeie tionghB* so tfaet the
-peine* oflfan{ieiMju$ttoncli

l^^f two coftnectiiig wires passing

onoetnd'coppcr eslnemtiee of- a battery be ptooed in
tbeionpfy. an eleotrio enrrentls.eitabliriied tluough both plates

-finm. tfae

the Jisie; but no motion will be produced, unttf two hoieesboe
megneti are placed wkh their poles extending underneadi ihe axlet,
nnd- mtiiig on the basis of the apparatu s
hen the similar poles
€)i the magnets are interior and exterioi oi the plates, ihci: the jjlates
'

.

will rotate rapidly

;

the course of rotation being reversed,

versing; the order of the

the

i

by re-

connecting wires^ or by changing the di-

To

ensure perfect contact, the tips

ada bhuulJ be ainalganiatcd,

as siiuuld also the points of the

jreciiuii ul the

.of

W

magnetic poles.

wire which support the metalhc cups.
.be suflBcientto

produce the

Pig. 23. plate
tation of

pc^es ut

J

effect.

II. represents

•

One powerful magnet will

'
.

an apparatus to exhibit the ro-

two compound rcrtnn?ulnr metallic frames about the

tlu

magnet, by

tlie

current and magnetism;

uruluai iniiucncc of a thermo-electric

a horseshoe magnet supupon a braae loot; through a hole
made-in.tbe curved part of which, a wire passes from tfae footy
and supports a spirit-]amp« -In the entire of each upper end of
the ms^et, an agate cup is oeonented, in "which turns a vertically
pointed wiie^ lo ^e upper end of wMch two crasstng rectang^
or ligbt compound wire frames^ are united^ compoied either of
diver and plntoimi; or platinuin "and copper-; snd ave united bolow tn wire drdei^ wfaich amrround tfae aims of tbe magnet
.When ibe lamp is ligbled, tfa^ikunehealB tfae lower comeie of tfae
or rather nitfab it t alfaermo-eloelrie cuncnt
fectangka next to
ported in

n

it consists of

vertical potition,

ietfaeMby estabfished in these rectangle^ and by
tiiem to folate
.

it* aotiott

m opposite and oootrary duections*

causes

•

wbicb eifaibits
ams ;
nukknog about a OD

Pig. £4. plate III. ieppesenl8 '«A apparatus

deptrifiedwire and magnet
iNLtmnilies of wfaich azb

we

mon

tfae

tfae

'

the vertices of.

two oppottte oones^
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the one generated by the wire,

and the other by the magnet. Xt conwooden stands sttppoitiiig a bent brass arm, at the upper
end of which a vertical screw is passed through a screwed hole
made in the arm. To the lowwend of this screw a platinum loop
is soldered, and a fine platinum wire is hung to that loop
to the
upper end of the screw a cup to hold mercury is affixed. A glass
TBsaelf having a hole perforated tbiough its bottom, is placed upon
.the wooden stand, which has a oonesponding bole made thn>ii|^
it ; a wire, bent up at each end, is seciited uodefoeath the bottom
of the stand, and one end of it passmg through the holes in die
stand and in the g^s»-veBsel, has a hole made in its end, to
wludi a small magnet is looped, or fixed so as to plaj freeljr.
The wive has a screw upon i^ and a screwed nn^ by which it is
made tight. To the outer toiiied*up end of the wir^ a cup to
contam mercuiy is also affixed. Mercuiy bein^then put into the
l^ass vesieU to a sufficient height to reach the lower end of the
platinum wire^ and a communicadoii widi a voltuc battny made
in the usual manner by connecting wires, the wire and tl» mag-.
net wiU then revolve in conical surfaces, having their points of sussists

of a

:

pension as vertices

;

and

their

direcUoas

may be changed by

re-

versing Uie connecting wires.

THE END.
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